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Česká zbrojovka a.s.

75th Anniversary
The year 2011 bears a great significance for Česká zbrojovka 
– this company will celebrate 75 years of its existence, which ranks 
this manufacturer among the most important and long established 
Czech companies.

The company was founded 
in 1936 starting with production of 
a combined assortment of military
 and civilian firearms. The first 
products were anti-aircraft 
machine guns, military pistols and 
smallbore rifles. The current line of 
Česká zbrojovka products includes 
sporting and hunting firearms as 
well as duty weapons for armed 
forces, police and other armed 
units. Common features of all 
firearms manufactured by Česká 
zbrojovka are their high quality 
standard, long-term reliability and 
accuracy.
Česká zbrojovka is today rated as 
one of the world’s biggest 
producers of firearms. More than 

80 per cent of its production is 
exported to over one hundred 
countries worldwide. The first-rate 
properties and performance of its 
firearms give Česká zbrojovka its 
excellent reputation, in both 
domestic and international 
markets. Significant successes 
reached by CZ-team of sport 
shooters, which traditionally 
achieve top awards at the highest 
level of competition only enhance 
our world renowned brand name. 
The purchase of state-of-the-art 
technologies together with more 
than seventy years of industrial 
production experience, 
outstanding workmanship and 
the skill of its employees enables 

this company to expand its 
activities to other branches of 
engineering, predominantly in 
the production of components 
designed for automobile and 
aircraft industry.
At the 75th anniversary of the 
company’s establishment Česká 
zbrojovka will in 2011 
commemorate this event with 
a special anniversary edition of 
the CZ 75 pistol. These pistols will 
be copies of the legendary CZ 
75 model designed in 1970s. The 
upcoming retro version of the CZ 
75 pistol  will not be presented only 
as an worldwide legend “dust-off”, 
but also as a symbol of Česká 
zbrojovka successful production 
that has been carried throughout 
the entire history of the company.
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•		Receiver	made	from	a	single	billet
	 	of	high-quality	steel
•	Adjustable	trigger	pull
•	Cocking	indicator	indicates	cocking
	 	of	striking	mechanism
•	Detachable	magazine
•	Easy	mounting	of	riflescope
•	Threaded	muzzle	for	a	Still	or	Parker-Hale
	 	sound	moderator	attachment	(optional)
•	Feeding	provided	with	a	5	or	10	round
	 	magazines,	or	single-shot	adapters
•	Receiver	dovetail	is	11	mm	wide
•	Hammer	forged	barrel

RimfiRe
Rifles

The rimfire rifles produced by 
Česká zbrojovka Uherský Brod 
due to their classical construction
and unfailing reliability are ranked 
among the most sought-after long 
guns of their kind on the world
market. Quality, long service life, 
accuracy and safe handling are 
the main virtues of these firearms
intended for hunters and sports 
shooters. Unparalleled accuracy is 
attained in all CZ rimfires models, 
besides other things, through the 
use of hammer forged barrels. This 
is not the cheapest or fastest way 
to build a barrel, but it is part of our
“take the time to do it right” atti-
tude. The barrel can be provided 
with the muzzle threaded for a Still 
or Parker-Hale sound suppressor 
attachment. The receiver is made 
from a one billet of highquality
steel and is provided with milled 
dovetail to accommodate scope 
mount. The trigger of the CZ
452 rimfires line is adjustable by 
the user.

Quality and attention 
to details has made 
the CZ rimfire rifles 
a growing favourite among small 
game hunters and sport shooters. 
Available in both wide array of 
models and a wide range of prices 
we have a rimfire to meet any 
application.
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type
Magazine
capacity Trigger Sights Overall length

(mm)
Barrel length
(mm) Height (mm) Width (mm) Weight (g) Barrel

CZ 455 LUX .17 HMR, .22 LR, .22 WMR W DM 5 ADJ ADJ 980 525 * 215 66 2800 HF

MINISET CZ 455 LUX .17 HMR, .22 LR, .22 WMR - DM 5 - ADJ - 525 * - - - HF

CZ 455 STANDARD .17 HMR, .22 LR, .22 WMR B DM 5 ADJ ADJ 980 525 * 215 66 2800 HF

CZ 455 SUPER MATCH .22 LR B DM 10 ADJ ADJ 980 525 215 66 2800 HF

CZ 455 FS .17 HMR, .22 LR, .22 WMR W DM 5 ADJ ADJ 990 525 215 66 2800 HF

W - walnut, B - beech, P - plastic, L - laminated wood, K - Kevlar / DM - detachable magazine, FM - fixed magazine / ADJ - adjustable, SST - single set trigger, NON ADJ - non-adjustable, F - fixed, ADJ - adjustable / HF - hammer forged, BR - broached
models marked * are in some calibres offered also with shortened barrel provided with the muzzle threaded for Parker-Hale sound suppressor attachment

The CZ 455 represents the newest 
generation of extremely popular, 
accurate and reliable bolt acti-
on rimfires of the CZ brand. The 
combination of the best features 
of the legendary CZ 452/453 ZKM 
models with the high-tech and 
advanced design and manufactu-
ring processes brought forth these 
excellent multi-calibre rimfire rifles 
having such outstanding technical 

and user parameters.   
Traditional quality without com-
promise and abnormal care about 
details comes into each unit of this 
new firearm and will make envy of 
other shooters be it at target shoo-
ting or while hunting. 

CZ 455
SENIOR LINE

CZ 455 LUX
The 455 Lux version of this rimfire rifles line 
has a lacquered stock made from Turkish 
walnut featuring checkering located on the 
pistol grip. The rear sight is adjustable for 
elevation and windage in the wide range
of distances. The receiver has factory milled 
dovetail 11 mm (0.43 in.) wide for the rifle 
scope mount. This model comes with a 5 
round polymer magazine with an option to 
buy a 10 round magazine.

	 .17	HMR,
	 .22	LR,	
	 .22	WMR

	 Walnut	stock

MINISET CZ 455 LUX
Miniset designed for the CZ 455 Lux con-
version to .17 HMR or .22 WMR cal. consists 
of barrel with open sights, one 5 round 
magazine and tools for the barrel interchan-
ge. The interchanging of barrel requires 
checking of the headspace or adjusting of 
match fitting which should be carried out 
at the professional workshop. Available	is	
also	in	the	form	of	the	CZ	455	Lux	model	
in	.22	LR	cal.	having	match	fitted	barrel	in	
.22	WMR	cal.	with	two	5	round	magazines	
(one	for	each	calibre)	and	tools	for	the	
barrel	interchange.

	 .17	HMR,
	 .22	LR,
	 .22	WMR
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-	Possibility	of	simple		interchangeability	of	barrels	
-	Compared	to	the	CZ	452/453	line	is	reduction	
	 in	weight	and	shorter	barrel	while	retaining	
	 the	same	accuracy		
-	Steel	receiver	identical	for	the	whole	line	of	the	
	 CZ	455	models
-	Unified	magazine	well	
-	New	and	better	arranged	LPA	sights
-	Integral	11	mm	dovetail	at	the	top	of	the	receiver	
-	Magazines	available	with	5-shot	and	10-shot	capacity
-	Hammer	forged	barrel

CZ 455 STANDARD
The CZ 455 Standard rimfire rifle corre-
sponds in its construction to the CZ 455 Lux 
model, differentiating from it by its beech 
wood stock without a cheekpiece. The beech 
wood stock is offered on this model in order 
to bring to our customers a high-quality
rimfire rifle for the more favourable price. This 
rimfire rifle comes with a 5 round magazine, 
with an option to buy a 10 round magazine.

	 .17	HMR,
	 .22	LR,
	 .22	WMR	

	 Beechwood	stock

CZ 455 FS
This elegant rimfire rifle from the CZ 455 line 
of models excel in one-piece stock made 
from Turkish walnut as a single unit from butt 
to the muzzle with checkered grip surfa-
ces. Open sights of the LPA brand feature 
rear sight adjustable both for elevation and 
windage. This model comes as standard with 
a 5 round magazine and 10 round magazine 
as optional. Both of these magazines can 
be used also in other models of the CZ 455 
line. The CZ 455 is available in the following 
calibres .22 LR, .22 WMR a .17 HMR.

	 .17	HMR,
	 .22	LR,
	 .22	WMR

	 Walnut	stock
CZ 455 SUPER MATCH
The CZ 455 Super Match rimfire rifle is 
predisposed for the high precision shooting. 
Barrel bore featuring 12 grooves ensures 
perfect stability of projectile, a 10 round 
metal magazine enhances sought after quali-
ties. The rear sight is adjustable for elevation 
and windage in the wide range of distances.
The receiver has factory milled dovetail 11 
mm (0.43 in.) wide for the rifle scope mount.

	 .22	LR

	 Beechwood	stock



Model Calibre Stock Magazine
type

Magazine
capacity Trigger Sights Overall length

(mm)
Barrel length
(mm) Height (mm) Width (mm) Weight (g) Barrel

CZ 455 THUMBHOLE .17 HMR, .22 LR, .22 WMR L DM 5 ADJ - 975 525 * 170 75 3400 HF

CZ 455 VARMINT .17 HMR, .22 LR, .22 WMR W DM 5 ADJ - 980 525 * 165 69 3200 HF

MINISET CZ 455 AMERICAN .17 HMR, .22 LR  .22 WMR - DM 5 - - - 525 * - - - HF

CZ 455 AMERICAN .17 HMR, .22 LR, .22 WMR W DM 5 ADJ - 980 525 * 168 65 2800 HF
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W - walnut, B - beech, P - plastic, L - laminated wood, K - Kevlar / DM - detachable magazine, FM - fixed magazine / ADJ - adjustable, SST - single set trigger, NON ADJ - non-adjustable, F - fixed, ADJ - adjustable / HF - hammer forged, BR - broached
models marked * are in some calibres offered also with shortened barrel provided with the muzzle threaded for Parker-Hale sound suppressor attachment

CZ 455 THUMBHOLE
This rimfire rifle of the CZ 455 line with heavy 
barrel of the Varmint type is designed for 
sport shooting (e.g. metal silhouettes) and 
for small game hunting at medium to longer 
distances. High accuracy is achieved by 
the use of heavy thick-walled cold hammer 
forged barrel with outstanding high tempera-
tures resistance and a constant spread.   
Superb ergonomics is provided by a newly 
shaped stock made of laminated wood ha-
ving distinctive hole for the right (shooting)  

hand thumb. This model comes without open 
sights. Integral dovetail on top of the receiver 
serves for the scope mount attachment 
(available are original mounts and scopes 
of the CZ brand). This rimfire rifle comes 
as standard with a 5 round magazine and 
10 round magazine as optional. Both of these 
magazines can be used also in other models 
of the CZ 455 line. The CZ 455 Thumbhole is 
available in the following calibres .22 LR, 
.22 WMR a .17 HMR.

	 .17	HMR,
	 .22	LR,	
	 .22	WMR

	 Laminated	wood

CZ 455 VARMINT
This model combines excellent features 
of the CZ 455 barrelled action with heavy 
thick-walled barrel in order to achieve high 
accuracy when shooting at medium to long 
distances. At the same time a heavy, cold 
hammer forged barrel provides high tempe-
ratures resistance when a greater number 
of rounds have been shot. One-piece stock 
made from a Turkish walnut is checkered at 
the pistol grip sides. This rimfire rifle comes 

without open sights. Integral dovetail on top 
of the receiver serves for the scope mount at-
tachment (available are original mounts and 
scopes of the CZ brand). This model comes 
as standard with a 5 round magazine and 
10 round magazine as optional. Both of these 
magazines can be used also in other models 
of the CZ 455 line. The CZ 455 Varmint is 
available in the following calibres .22 LR, 
.22 WMR a .17 HMR.

	 .17	HMR,
	 .22	LR,
	 .22	WMR

	 Walnut	stock
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CZ 455 AMERICAN
The CZ 455 American is a high quality rimfire 
rifle designed for the U.S. market. The Ameri-
can model is true to the lines of the
classic American sporter style rifle. Made 
without sights, the top of the receiver is ma-
chined with a 3/8” wide dovetail groove for
mounting standard rimfire dovetail mounts. 
The CZ 455 American comes with a 5 round 
polymer magazine with an option to buy
a 10 round magazine. The safety is located 
above the rear of the bolt and provides a 
positive firing pin block.

	 .17	HMR,
	 .22	LR,
	 .22	WMR

	 Walnut	stock

MINISET CZ 455 AMERICAN
Miniset designed for the CZ 455 American 
conversion to .17 HMR or .22 WMR cal. consists 
of barrel with open sights, one 5 round magazine 
and tools for the barrel interchange. The 
interchanging of barrel requires checking 
of the headspace or adjusting of match 
fitting which should be carried out at the 
professional workshop. Available	is	also	in	
the	form	of	the	CZ	455	American	in	.22	LR	
having	match	fitted	barrel	in	.17	HMR	with	
two	5	round	magazines	(one	for	each	calibre)	
and	tools	for	the	barrel	interchange.

	 .17	HMR,
	 .22	LR,
	 .22	WMR



Model Calibre Stock Magazine
type

Magazine
capacity Trigger Sights Overall length

(mm)
Barrel length
(mm) Height (mm) Width (mm) Weight (g) Barrel

CZ 453 VARMINT .17 HMR, .22 LR W DM 5 SST - 995 532 * 193 65 3170 HF

CZ 453 AMERICAN .17 HMR, .17 HM2, .22 LR W DM 5 SST - 1020 572 * 186 65 2800 HF

CZ 453 LUX .22 LR W DM 5 SST F 1083 630 * 195 65 3000 HF

CZ 452-2E ZKM LH LUX .22 LR W DM 5 ADJ F 1083 630 * 190 65 3000 HF

CZ 452-2E ZKM LH AMERICAN        .17 HMR, .22 LR W DM 5 ADJ - 1020 572 * 186 66 2770 HF

CZ 453 VARMINT
The CZ 452-2E ZKM Varmint model 
version with trigger mechanism featuring 
a set trigger guarantees very comfortable 
and accurate shooting.

	 .17	HMR,
	 .22	LR	

	 Walnut	stock

CZ 453 AMERICAN
The CZ 452-2E ZKM American model 
version with a trigger mechanism featuring 
a set trigger guarantees very comfortable 
and accurate shooting.

	 .17	HMR,
	 .17	HM2,	
	 .22	LR	

	 Walnut	stock

The rimfire rifles of the CZ brand 
are superior, highly modern 
firearms perfectly prepared for 
hunting, sport, training in shooting 
skills and leisure time activities. 
The current selection includes the 
CZ 452-2E ZKM line of rimfire rifles 
and follow-up models designated 
as the CZ 453 and CZ 513 Farmer. 
All these models feature a typical, 
original and simple bolt, maximally 

safe trigger mechanism designed 
for the trigger pull adjustments, 
excellent accuracy to which a 
significant contribution is provi-
ded by the hammer forged barrel 
complemented by overall durabi-
lity and robustness bordering on 
indestructibility.

CZ 452,
 453, 513, 512

SENIOR LINE
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W - walnut, B - beech, P - plastic, L - laminated wood, K - Kevlar / DM - detachable magazine, FM - fixed magazine / ADJ - adjustable, SST - single set trigger, NON ADJ - non-adjustable, F - fixed, ADJ - adjustable / HF - hammer forged, BR - broached
models marked * are in some calibres offered also with shortened barrel provided with the muzzle threaded for Parker-Hale sound suppressor attachment



CZ 452-2E ZKM LH LUX
The CZ 452-2E ZKM Lux version designed 
and made in the full configuration intended 
for the left-hand users.

	 .22	LR	

	 Walnut	stock

CZ 453 LUX
This is the version of time-proven rimfire rifle 
designed and made with trigger mechanism 
featuring a set-trigger thus securing even 
more of shooting comfort and a new stock. 
Designed for the most discerning customers.

	 .22	LR	

	 Walnut	stock

CZ 452-2E ZKM LH AMERICAN
The CZ 452-2E ZKM American version 
designed and made in the full configuration 
intended for left-hand users.

	 .17	HMR,
	 .22	LR

	 Walnut	stock

•	Receiver	made	from	a	single	billet
	 of	high-quality	steel
•	Adjustable	trigger	pull
•	Cocking	indicator	indicates	cocking
	 of	striking	mechanism
•	Detachable	magazine
•	Easy	mounting	of	riflescope
•	Threaded	muzzle	for	a	Still	or	Parker-Hale
	 sound	moderator	attachment	(optional)
•	Feeding	provided	with	a	5	or	10	round
	 magazines,	or	single-shot	adapters
•	Receiver	dovetail	is	11	mm	wide
•	Hammer	forged	barrel
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Model Calibre Stock Magazine
type

Magazine
capacity Trigger Sights Overall length

(mm)
Barrel length
(mm) Height (mm) Width (mm) Weight (g) Barrel

CZ 512 .22 LR, .22 WMR B DM 5 NON ADJ ADJ 1000 525 * 200 57 2670 HF

CZ 452-2E ZKM SILHOUETTE .17 HMR, .22 LR P DM 5 ADJ - 1035 572 * 178 66 2700 HF

CZ 452-2E ZKM STYLE .17 HMR, .22 LR P DM 5 ADJ - 1035 572 * 178 66 2700 HF

CZ 452-2E ZKM SCOUT .22 LR B DM 1 ADJ F 817 412 175 64 1800 HF

CZ 513 FARMER .22 LR B DM 5 NON ADJ F 990 530 * 180 67 2800 HF

CZ 512
The CZ 512 is a firearm operating on the 
blow back breech system, designed for 
hunting and target shooting. The CZ 512 is 
equipped with the manual safety preventing 
any accidental discharge. For the scope 
mount attachment is this rifle provided with 
rails located at the top section of the recei-
ver. Characteristic feature of this firearm is an 
excellent balance, which guaranties quick  

and easy aiming. The sights of this firearm 
are easy to read and adjustable for elevation 
and windage. The version made in.22 LR cal. 
is designed besides standard performance 
ammunition also for High Velocity (HV) or 
Subsonic cartridges.
In	the	brand	new	version	this	model	incor-
porates	manual	bolt	stop.	

	 .22	LR,
	 .22	WMR

	 Beechwood	stock

CZ 452-2E ZKM SILHOUETTE
The Silhouette model was designed to meet 
the requirements for smallbore silhouette 
shootingcompetitions. This rimfire rifle 
features a sturdy synthetic stock and all 
metal surfaces are blued.It is made without 
open sights. The top of the receiver is fitted 
with an 11 mm dovetail groove for mounting 
a scope. The CZ 452-2E ZKM Silhouette 
comes with a 5 round magazine.

	 .17	HMR,
	 .22	LR
	
	 Synthetic	stock
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W - walnut, B - beech, P - plastic, L - laminated wood, K - Kevlar / DM - detachable magazine, FM - fixed magazine / ADJ - adjustable, SST - single set trigger, NON ADJ - non-adjustable, F - fixed, ADJ - adjustable / HF - hammer forged, BR - broached
models marked * are in some calibres offered also with shortened barrel provided with the muzzle threaded for Parker-Hale sound suppressor attachment



CZ 452-2E ZKM STYLE
The Style model features a sturdy synthetic 
stock and matte nickel finish on all metal 
surfaces. Made without open sights, the top 
of the receiver is machined with an 11 mm 
dovetail groove for mounting a scope. These 
rimfire rifles come with a 5 round magazine. 
With the exception of the surface treatment, 
the Style model is identical to the Silhouette 
model.

	 .17	HMR,
	 .22	LR

	 Synthetic	stock

CZ 452-2E ZKM SCOUT
The Scout model is a compact rimfire rifle 
with a 12” length of pull (LOP) thus making 
it suitable for young shooters. Its shortened 
dimensions, reduced weight and single car-
tridge loading device make it a perfect first 
rifle for every boy or girl. The single cartridge 
loading device helps teach ammunition 
conservation and basic shooting skills. This 
rimfire rifle is fitted with open sights and an 
11 mm wide dovetail groove for mounting
optics. The Scout model can be used with 
any magazine available for the CZ 452-2E 
ZKM rimfire rifles line including a 5 round 
and 10 round version. These magazines are 
available as a separate accessory.

	 .22	LR	

	 Beechwood	stock	

CZ 513 FARMER
The CZ 513 Farmer is a simplified version of 
the CZ 452-2E ZKM model. The stock made
of beech wood is not provided with checke-
ring. The barrel is hammer forged and fitted 
with iron sights. The CZ 513 Farmer features 
simplified and non-adjustable trigger. This 
rimfire rifle delivers legendary CZ accuracy 
and quality at a price everyone can afford. 
The new CZ 513 Farmer is an ideal choice 
for someone needing a high quality low cost 
.22 rifle.

	 .22	LR	

	 Beechwood	stock 13
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TECHNICAL
DATA

W - walnut, B - beech, P - plastic, L - laminated wood, K - Kevlar / DM - detachable magazine, FM - fixed magazine / ADJ - adjustable, SST - single set trigger, NON ADJ - non-adjustable, F - fixed, ADJ - adjustable / HF - hammer forged, BR - broached
models marked * are in some calibres offered also with shortened barrel provided with the muzzle threaded for Parker-Hale sound suppressor attachment
The barrels provided with threaded muzzle can have different dimensions than those shown at this table.

Model Calibre Stock Magazine
type

Magazine
capacity Trigger Sights Overall length

(mm)
Barrel length
(mm) Height (mm) Width (mm) Weight (g) Barrel

CZ 455 LUX .17 HMR, .22 LR, .22 WMR W DM 5 ADJ ADJ 980 525 * 215 66 2800 HF

MINISET CZ 455 LUX .17 HMR, .22 LR, .22 WMR - DM 5 - ADJ - 525 * - - - HF

CZ 455 STANDARD .17 HMR, .22 LR, .22 WMR B DM 5 ADJ ADJ 980 525 * 215 66 2800 HF

CZ 455 SUPER MATCH .22 LR B DM 10 ADJ ADJ 980 525 215 66 2800 HF

CZ 455 FS .17 HMR, .22 LR, .22 WMR W DM 5 ADJ ADJ 990 525 215 66 2800 HF

CZ 455 THUMBHOLE .17 HMR, .22 LR, .22 WMR L DM 5 ADJ - 975 525 * 170 75 3400 HF

CZ 455 VARMINT .17 HMR, .22 LR, .22 WMR W DM 5 ADJ - 980 525 * 165 69 3200 HF

MINISET CZ 455 AMERICAN .17 HMR, .22 LR  .22 WMR - DM 5 - - - 525 * - - - HF

CZ 455 AMERICAN .17 HMR, .22 LR, .22 WMR W DM 5 ADJ - 980 525 * 168 65 2800 HF
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W - walnut, B - beech, P - plastic, L - laminated wood, K - Kevlar / DM - detachable magazine, FM - fixed magazine / ADJ - adjustable, SST - single set trigger, NON ADJ - non-adjustable, F - fixed, ADJ - adjustable / HF - hammer forged, BR - broached
models marked * are in some calibres offered also with shortened barrel provided with the muzzle threaded for Parker-Hale sound suppressor attachment
The barrels provided with threaded muzzle can have different dimensions than those shown at this table.

Model Calibre Stock Magazine
type

Magazine
capacity Trigger Sights Overall length

(mm)
Barrel length
(mm) Height (mm) Width (mm) Weight (g) Barrel

CZ 453 VARMINT .17 HMR, .22 LR W DM 5 SST - 995 532 * 193 65 3170 HF

CZ 453 AMERICAN .17 HMR, .17 HM2, .22 LR W DM 5 SST - 1020 572 * 186 65 2800 HF

CZ 453 LUX .22 LR W DM 5 SST F 1083 630 * 195 65 3000 HF

CZ 452-2E ZKM LH LUX .22 LR W DM 5 ADJ F 1083 630 * 190 65 3000 HF

CZ 452-2E ZKM LH AMERICAN        .17 HMR, .22 LR W DM 5 ADJ - 1020 572 * 186 66 2770 HF

CZ 452-2E ZKM SILHOUETTE .17 HMR, .22 LR P DM 5 ADJ - 1035 572 * 178 66 2700 HF

CZ 452-2E ZKM STYLE .17 HMR, .22 LR P DM 5 ADJ - 1035 572 * 178 66 2700 HF

CZ 513 FARMER .22 LR B DM 5 NON ADJ F 990 530 * 180 67 2800 HF

CZ 452-2E ZKM SCOUT .22 LR B DM 1 ADJ F 817 412 175 64 1800 HF

CZ 512 .22 LR, .22 WMR B DM 5 NON ADJ ADJ 1000 525 * 200 57 2670 HF





are because of this models reliabi-
lity and accuracy and because the 
properties of these firearms are
the one onto which the hunter’s life 
often depends.

•	Diversified	range	of	calibres
•	Easy	mounting	of	rifle	scope
•	Controls	which	are	simple	in	operation	and	easy	
	 to	reach	
•	Easy	disassembly	for	cleaning	and	routine	
	 maintenance		
•	Long	Mauser	style	claw	extractor
•	Controlled	feeding	of	cartridges
•	Single	set	trigger	
•	High	accuracy,	reliability	and	long	service	life
•	Hammer	forged	barrel	

Rifles belong to Česká zbrojovka, 
Uherský Brod’s traditional products 
range. In the endeavour to meet 
the current requirements made 
in modern hunting and sporting 
firearms Česká zbrojovka’s
designers have developed a di-
versified range of models fulfilling 
even the most exacting standards.
The combination of time proven 
characteristics of the Mauser 98 
type bolt action combined with
modern manufacturing technolo-
gies and a professional approach 
by all the staff help to create reli-
able weapons with a long service 
life and excellent accuracy.
Professional Hunter Proficiency 
Exam in Zimbabwe tests the skills 
of the soon to be professional hun-
ters (PH). According to Don Heath, 
Editor of African Hunter Magazine, 
the CZ is by far the most common
make seen at the exam. The 
primary reason that these professi-
onals rely on the CZ 550 rifles

Centerfire
 rifles
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CZ 527 LUX
The CZ 527 Lux is a traditional European 
style model featuring open sights and 
a Turkish walnut stock in the famous 
Bavarian pattern.

	 .22	Hornet,
	 .222	Rem.,
	 .223	Rem.

	 Walnut	stock

The CZ 527 rifle line are precision 
repeating rifles designed for sporting 
and hunting shooting. This line of rifles 
has won more awards in the “light rifle” 
category in Europe than any other rif-
le... ever. Designed to fit the small base 
calibres perfectly, the CZ 527 is a true 
micro length Mauser style action, featu-
ring controlled feeding of the cartridge, 
a detachable magazine and a hammer 
forged barrel. The trigger mecha-
nism is of a single set design with an 
adjustable set trigger, on special order 

W - walnut, B - beech, P - plastic, L - laminated wood, K - Kevlar, DM - detachable magazine, FM - fixed magazine, ADJ - adjustable, SST - single set trigger, NON ADJ - non-adjustable, F - fixed, ADJ - adjustable, HF - hammer forged, BR – broached
* the weight may vary depending on calibre

a single stage trigger can be supplied. The 
trigger itself is adjustable for pull weight 
and trigger travel. The two-position safety 
positively secures the rifle against
unintentional discharge while simultane-
ously blocking the bolt in a closed position. 
The top of the receiver has milled dovetail 
grooves 16 mm wide to accommodate
scope mounts.

Model Calibre Stock
Magazine
type

Magazine
capacity

Trigger Sights
Overall length 
(mm)

Barrel length
(mm)

Height (mm) Width (mm) Weight* (g) Barrel

CZ 527 ExClusivE - EBONY EDiTiON .222 Rem., .223 Rem. W DM 5/3 ssT - 1025 555 180 77 from 2700 HF

CZ 527 lux .22 Hornet, .222 Rem., .223 Rem. W DM 5 ssT F 1077 600 198 75 from 2800 HF

CZ 527 lH lux  .222 Rem., .223 Rem. W DM 5 ssT F 1077 600 198 75 from 2800 HF

CZ 527 lH AMERiCAN .223 Rem., .204 Ruger W DM 5 ssT - 1025 555 175 77 from 2700 HF

CZ 527 Fs .22 Hornet, .222 Rem., .223 Rem. W DM 5 ssT F 977 520 198 75 from 2700 HF

CZ 527
LITE LINE
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CZ 527 EXCLUSIVE - EBONY EDITION 
The CZ 527 Exclusive represents a new 
generation of exclusive rifles made by CZ. 
The stock and pistol grip are of modern style 
made of luxury walnut tipped with ebony 
wood. The floating barrel made by the cold 
hammer forging technique is the key to long 
service life and outstanding accuracy. 

Barrel’s beautifully facetted external surface 
is formed in the course of hammer forging 
process. The jewelled bolt has been 
polished to perfection providing extremely 
smooth operation. The magazine having a 3 
round capacity is flush with the stock.

	 .222	Rem.,
	 .223	Rem.	

	 Walnut	stock



CZ 527 LH LUX
The CZ 527 Lux model version 
designed and made in the full left-handed 
configuration.

	 .222	Rem.,
	 .223	Rem.	

	 Walnut	stock

•	True	micro	length	action
•	Controlled	feeding	of	cartridge
•	Single	set	trigger
•	High	degree	of	accuracy,	reliability	and	long	
	 service	life
•	Hammer	forged	barrel
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CZ 527 LH AMERICAN
The CZ 527 American version designed
and made in the full configuration intended 
for left-hand users.

	 .223	Rem.,
	 .204	Ruger

	 Walnut	stock	

CZ 527 FS
The CZ 527 FS is a stylish full stock version
made in walnut wood with cheekpiece.

	 .22	Hornet,
	 .222	Rem.,
	 .223	Rem.

	 Walnut	stock



Model Calibre Stock
Magazine
type

Magazine
capacity

Trigger Sights
Overall length 
(mm)

Barrel length
(mm)

Height (mm) Width (mm) Weight* (g) Barrel

CZ 527 CARBINE .223 Rem., 7.62x39 W DM 5 SST F 950 470 202 77 from 2700 HF

CZ 527 AMERICAN .22 Hornet, .222 Rem., .223 Rem., .204 Ruger W DM 5 SST - 1025 555 175 77 from 2700 HF

CZ 527 VARMINT .222 Rem., .223 Rem., .204 Ruger W DM 5 SST - 1085 610 175 77 from 3300 HF

CZ 527 VARMINT - LAMINATED .223 Rem. L DM 3/5 SST - 1085 610 154 80 from 3620 HF

CZ 527 SyNTHETIC .222 Rem., .223 Rem. P DM 5/3 SST - 1025 555 180 77 from 2610 HF

CZ 527 AMERICAN
The CZ 527 American model features 
a classic American pattern stock, sporter-
weight hammer forged barrel and a single 
set trigger. The barrel crowning is made with 
a special recess as applied to firearms used 
for target shooting. The CZ 527 American is 
supplied with 1” steel scope rings.

	 .22	Hornet,	
	 .222	Rem.,	
	 .223	Rem.,
	 .204	Ruger	

	 Walnut	stock

CZ 527 CARBINE
The CZ 527 Carbine is with its weight and 
size predisposed for constrained hunting 
conditions and for ever-ready shooting at 
short and medium distances. This handy rifle 
features open sights and a Turkish walnut 
stock and weighs less than 6 pounds!

	 .223	Rem.,	
	 7.62x39	

	 Walnut	stock

W - walnut, B - beech, P - plastic, L - laminated wood, K - Kevlar, DM - detachable magazine, FM - fixed magazine, ADJ - adjustable, SST - single set trigger, NON ADJ - non-adjustable, F - fixed, ADJ - adjustable, HF - hammer forged, BR – broached
* the weight may vary depending on calibre20
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CZ 527 VARMINT - LAMINATED
The CZ 527 Varmint Laminated is a rifle 
made with highly resistant laminated wood 
stock. This model comes with a 610 mm
hammer forged barrel.

	 .223	Rem.	

	 Laminated	wood

CZ 527 VARMINT
The CZ 527 Varmint is designed for shooting 
at medium and longer distances. Good both 
for hunting and sport. This model is fitted 
with a 610 mm hammer forged barrel and 
a Turkish walnut stock.

	 .222	Rem.,	
	 .223	Rem.,	
	 .204	Ruger	

	 Walnut	stock
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CZ 527 SYNTHETIC
Substantially modified this CZ 527 rifle ver-
sion is engineered for widely used .223 Rem 
cartridge having average muzzle velocity 
1000 m/s. Barrel featuring 6 grooves having 
12” rate of twist ensures high accuracy of 
fire. Completely new stock of American style 
and a 3 round metal magazine not interfering 

with the stock contours guarantees high 
comfort of shooting. This rifle is designed to 
be used in adverse conditions.
All	stocks	within	Synthetic	denomination	
have	a	new	and	for	the	grip	more	friendly	
surface	finish	called	soft	touch.

	 .222	Rem.,
	 .223	Rem.	

	 Synthetic	stock



CZ 550 STANDARD
The CZ 550 Standard is a primary version 
of the CZ 550 model line fitted with a walnut 
wood stock without cheekpiece.

	 .308	Win.,	
	 .30-06	Sprg.,
	 .243	Win.,
	 7x64

	 Walnut	stock

Model Calibre Stock
Magazine
type

Magazine
capacity

Trigger Sights
Overall length 
(mm)

Barrel length
(mm)

Height (mm) Width (mm) Weight* (g) Barrel

CZ 550 EXCLUSIVE - EBONY EDITION .30-06 Sprg. W FM 5 SST - 1135 600 190 54 from 3300 HF

CZ 550 STANDARD .308 Win., .243 Win. W DM 4 SST F 1135 600 180 65 from 3300 HF

CZ 550 STANDARD .308 Win., .30-06 Sprg., 7x64 W FM 5 SST F 1135 600 180 65 from 3300 HF

CZ 550 LUX .243 Win., .308 Win., 22-250 Rem. W DM 4 SST F 1135 600 210 80 from 3300 HF

CZ 550 LUX .243 Win., .270 Win., .308 Win., 7x64, 
6.5x55 SE, .30-06 Sprg., 8x57 IS W FM 5 SST F 1135 600 210 80 from 3300 HF

CZ 550 MEDIUM LUX .300 Win. Mag. W DM 3 SST F 1135 600 210 80 from 3300 HF

CZ 550 MEDIUM LUX .300 Win. Mag., 7mm Rem. Mag., 9.3x62 W FM 3 SST F 1135 600 210 80 from 3300 HF

CZ 550 FS .243 Win., .308 Win. W DM 4 SST F 1055 520 210 80 from 3300 HF

CZ 550 FS .270 Win., 7x64, 6.5x55 SE,  
.30-06 Sprg., 9.3x62, 8x57 IS W FM 5 SST F 1055 520 210 80 from 3300 HF

W - walnut, B - beech, P - plastic, L - laminated wood, K - Kevlar, DM - detachable magazine, FM - fixed magazine, ADJ - adjustable, SST - single set trigger, NON ADJ - non-adjustable, F - fixed, ADJ - adjustable, HF - hammer forged, BR – broached
* the weight may vary depending on calibre

The rifles are provided with a compact 
trigger mechanism featuring a single-set 
trigger. The trigger can be adjusted
for pull weight and travel. The set trigger 
can be easily dismantled without impai-
ring its functional properties or adjust-
ment of single stage trigger mechanism. 
The CZ 550 rifles are provided with a 
two or three position safety, which is 
disengaged in forward direction as stan-
dard. Stocks are fitted with sling swivels 
on a regular basis. The CZ 550 rifles are 

supplied with open adjustable sights or 
without sights accommodated to receive 
scope mounts. The CZ 550 rifles with 
open sights have the sights arranged in 
such a way so as not to interfere even 
with the riflescopes having the biggest 

CZ 550
MEDIUM LINE
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tube diameter. All CZ 550s feature a 
classic square bridge receiver with
a 19 mm dovetail milled right into the 
receiver for the mounting of optics.

 
The CZ 550 Exclusive represents the next 
generation of rifles in .30-06 Sprg. cal. The 
barrelled action is made in glossy finish. The 
receiver features classic square bridge with 
dovetail for attachment of optics. The barrel  

external surfaces are spiral faceted caused 
by cold hammer forging process thus ensu-
ring high accuracy and long service life. The 
stock and pistol grip from selected walnut are 
tipped with ebony.

	 .30-06	Sprg.

	 Walnut	stock

CZ 550 EXCLUSIVE - EBONY EDITION



CZ 550 LUX
This model is fitted with a stock made of 
walnut wood with Bavarian style cheekpiece.

	 .243	Win.,	.270	Win.,	
	 .308	Win.,	7x64,	
	 6.5x55	SE,	.30-06	Sprg.,
	 22-250	Rem.,	8x57	IS	

	 Walnut	stock

CZ 550 MEDIUM LUX
The ideal choice for hunters preferring higher 
power. This rifle is fitted with fully adjustable 
sights, single set trigger and 3 cartridges 
capacity of fixed or detachable magazine. 

	 .300	Win.	Mag.,
	 7	mm	Rem.	Mag.,
	 9.3x62	

	 Walnut	stock

CZ 550 FS
Classical full stock made of walnut wood 
having synthetic muzzle cap and Bavarian 
style cheekpiece, furnished with checkerings 
and ventilated rubber buttplate. The barrel 
length is slightly reduced measuring 520 mm 
(20.47 in.).

	 .243	Win.,	.308	Win.,	
	 .270	Win.,	7x64,
	 6.5x55	SE,	8x57	IS,	
	 .30-06	Sprg.,	9.3x62	

	 Walnut	stock

•	Completely	adjustable	trigger	mechanism
	 (be	it	with	set	trigger	or	without	a	set	trigger)
•	Cocking	indicator	indicates	cocking
	 of	striking	mechanism
•	Easy	disassembly	for	cleaning	and	routine	
	 maintenance
•	Long	Mauser	style	claw	extractor
•	Square	bridge	receiver
•	High	accuracy,	reliability	and	long	service	life
•	Hammer	forged	barrel
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Model Calibre Stock
Magazine
type

Magazine
capacity

Trigger Sights
Overall length 
(mm)

Barrel length
(mm)

Height (mm) Width (mm) Weight* (g) Barrel

CZ HA 550 Hunter .300 Win. Mag. W FM 4 SSt - 1135 600 195 86 from 3950 HF

CZ 550 AMerICAn .243 Win., .308 Win., 22-250 rem. W DM 4 SSt - 1135 600 195 80 from 3400 HF

CZ 550 AMerICAn .270 Win., .30-06 Sprg., 9.3x62, 6.5x55 Se W FM 5 SSt - 1135 600 195 80 from 3400 HF

CZ 550 VArMInt .308 Win. , 22-250 rem. W DM 4 SSt - 1185 650 195 70 from 4200 HF

CZ 550 VArMInt - KeVLAr .308 Win. K DM 4 SSt - 1185 650 195 70 from 4100 HF

CZ 550 VArMInt - LAMInAteD .308 Win., 22-250 rem. L DM 4 SSt - 1185 650 195 70 from 4300 HF

CZ 550 AMERICAN
This rifle features a classic American pattern 
stock with reduced drop at heel, 18 LPI 
checkering, sporter weight hammer forged 
barrel and a single-set trigger. This rifle is 
designed for aiming with optical sights only. 
The CZ 550 American is supplied with 1” 
steel scope rings.

	 .243	Win.,	.308	Win.,	
	 22-250	Rem.,	.270	Win.,	
	 .30-06	Sprg.,
	 9.3x62,	6.5x55	SE	

	 Walnut	stock

CZ HA 550 HUNTER
A new rifle developed on the basis of the CZ 
550 model. This rifle model is primarily engi-
neered for shooting at long distances having 
high accuracy of fire. The high precision of 
barrel is achieved by applying advanced 
manufacturing technologies to exacting stan-
dards. The stock is made from hand-picked 
walnut wood.

	 .300	Win.	Mag.	

	 Walnut	stock

W - walnut, B - beech, P - plastic, L - laminated wood, K - Kevlar, DM - detachable magazine, FM - fixed magazine, ADJ - adjustable, SST - single set trigger, NON ADJ - non-adjustable, F - fixed, ADJ - adjustable, HF - hammer forged, BR – broached
* the weight may vary depending on calibre24
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CZ 550 VARMINT
Walnut wood stock without cheekpiece, 
with reduced drop at heel, furnished with 
checkerings and ventilated rubber buttplate. 
Heavy hammer forged barrel together with 
the shape of stock predisposes this rifle for 
shooting with an optical aiming device only.

	 .308	Win.,
	 22-250	Rem.

	 Walnut	stock

CZ 550 VARMINT - KEVLAR
The CZ 550 Varmint model equipped 
with kevlar stock.

	 .308	Win.	

	 Kevlar	stock

CZ 550 VARMINT - LAMINATED
The CZ 550 Varmint model with highly 
resistant laminated wood stock with reduced 
drop at heel, cheekpiece and with 
strengthened forend.

	 .308	Win.,	
	 22-250	Rem.	

	 Laminated	wood
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W - walnut, B - beech, P - plastic, L - laminated wood, K - Kevlar, DM - detachable magazine, FM - fixed magazine, ADJ - adjustable, SST - single set trigger, NON ADJ - non-adjustable, F - fixed, ADJ - adjustable, HF - hammer forged, BR – broached
* the weight may vary depending on calibre

CZ 550 MC
Walnut wood stock of Monte Carlo type 
with raised comb provided with checkerings 
and rubber buttplate.

	 .243	Win.,	
	 .270	Win.,	.308	Win.,
	 7x64,	6.5x55	SE,	
	 .30-06	Sprg.	

	 Walnut	stock

CZ 550 SYNTHETIC
The portfolio of world-wide popular rifles 
known under designation of the CZ 550
was newly expanded by a version with an 
entirely new American style stock made
from highly resistant plastic. The fixed 
magazine having 5 cartridges capacity 
offers enough cartridges for even the most 
discerning hunters. This firearm is designed 
for hunting in the harsh environment.
All	stocks	within	Synthetic	denomination	
have	a	new	and	for	the	grip	more	friendly	
surface	finish	called	soft	touch.

	 .30-06	Sprg.,	
	 9.3x62,	.308	Win.,	
	 8x57	IS

	 Synthetic	stock

Model Calibre Stock
Magazine
type

Magazine
capacity

Trigger Sights
Overall length 
(mm)

Barrel length
(mm)

Height (mm) Width (mm) Weight* (g) Barrel

CZ 550 SynthetiC .30-06 Sprg., 9,3x62, .308 Win., 8x57 iS P FM 5 SSt - 1135 600 195 80 from 3500 hF

CZ 550 MC .243 Win., .270 Win., .308 Win.,  
7x64, 6.5x55 Se, .30-06 Sprg. W FM 5 SSt F 1135 600 215 85 from 3300 hF

CZ 550 BAttUe LUX 7x64, .30-06 Sprg., 9.3x62 W FM 5 SSt F 1055 520 210 80 from 3500 hF

CZ 555 .30-06 Sprg., .308 Win., 7x64 W DM 3 SSt F 1135 600 190 70 from 3300 hF

CZ 750 S1 M1 SPORt .308 Win. P DM 10 ADJ - 1220 660 175 77 from 5800 hF
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CZ 550 BATTUE LUX
Barrel with a battue sight predisposes this 
firearm for hunting of moving game at shorter 
distances.

	 7x64,
	 30-06	Sprg.,
	 9.3x62	

	 Walnut	stock

CZ 555
The CZ 555 represents a new elegant rifle 
as a continuance to the CZ 550 line. This rifle 
is provided with a short extractor and side 
magazine release. The stock made of high-
grade walnut wood bears a new shape. The 
rifle is equipped with a two-position safety 
with a push-button unblocking of the bolt at 
the safe position and reinforced receiver with 
the bolt guide located in the groove for the 
right locking lug. The hammer forged barrel 
is free floating.

 .30-06	Sprg.,	
	 .308	Win.,
	 7x64

	 Walnut	stock

CZ 750 S1 M1 SPORT
The CZ 750 S1 M1 Sport rifle represents the 
primary version of our repeating rifles range 
with Mauser-type bolt and heavy barrel 
designed for precise target shooting up to 
800 m (875 yd.) distances. Single-set trigger 
mechanism is equipped with an adjustable 
set trigger as standard; a single stage trigger 
is supplied on special order. The trigger 
itself is adjustable for pull weight and trigger 

travel. The safety secures the rifle against
unintentional discharge and at the same 
time blocks the bolt in closed position. For 
the scope mount attachment the milled 
grooves located at the top of the receiver 
can be used or alternatively the Weaver rib 
made according to MIL-STD 1913 Standard 
specifically designed for the scope mount at-
tachment. The CZ 750 S1 M1 rifle is quipped 
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with an adjustable and very sturdy synthetic 
stock to be used under the most severe 
conditions. Rifles of the CZ 750 line are built 
for the bipod attachment.

	 .308	Win.

	 Synthetic	stock



The CZ 550 line of rifles designed for 
powerful hunting cartridges are thanks 
to their prompt handling, absolute 
reliability and high accuracy ideal for 
vital game hunting. It is no coinciden-
ce that the CZ 550 rifles became the 
preferred weapons for the professional 
hunters in Africa who when using these 

Model Calibre Stock
Magazine
type

Magazine
capacity

Trigger Sights
Overall length 
(mm)

Barrel length
(mm)

Height (mm) Width (mm) Weight* (g) Barrel

CZ 550 MAGNUM STANDARD .416 Rigby W FM 3 SST F 1180 635 210 85 from 4200 HF

CZ 550 MAGNUM STANDARD .375 H&H Mag., .458 Win. Mag. W FM 5, 4 SST F 1180 635 210 85 from 4200 HF

CZ 550 MAGNUM LUX .416 Rigby, .458 Lott W FM 3 SST F 1180 635 210 85 from 4200 HF

CZ 550 MAGNUM LUX .375 H&H Mag., .458 Win. Mag. W FM 5, 4 SST F 1180 635 210 85 from 4200 HF

CZ 550 SAFARI MAGNUM .375 H&H Mag. W FM 5 SST F 1180 635 210 85 from 4200 HF

CZ 550 SAFARI MAGNUM .416 Rigby, .458 Lott W FM 3, 4 SST F 1180 635 210 85 from 4200 HF

W - walnut, B - beech, P - plastic, L - laminated wood, K - Kevlar, DM - detachable magazine, FM - fixed magazine, ADJ - adjustable, SST - single set trigger, NON ADJ - non-adjustable, F - fixed, ADJ - adjustable, HF - hammer forged, BR – broached
* the weight may vary depending on calibre

CZ 550 MAGNUM STANDARD
This rifle is fitted with walnut wood stock 
without cheekpiece, furnished with checkering 
and ventilated rubber buttplate. The stock 
type allows aiming both with open sights 
and riflescope.

	 .375	H&H	Mag.,
	 .416	Rigby,
	 .458	Win.	Mag.

	 Walnut	stock

CZ 550
MAGNUM LINE
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rifles feel secure when facing with the 
charge of potentially mortal attack of 
great beasts. The great success of the 
Magnum line rifles currently continues 
in the Safari Classics manufacturing 
program.



CZ 550 SAFARI MAGNUM
The CZ 550 Safari Magnum is a true rifle 
of Magnum league. Special features include 
express sights (1 standing, 2 folding), 
hammer forged barrel and single set trigger. 
The stock is made from select walnut wood 
and has a classic safari shape. This model is 
specifically designed for heavy and
dangerous game hunting.

	 .375	H&H	Mag.,	
	 .416	Rigby,	
	 .458	Lott

	 Walnut	stock

CZ 550 MAGNUM LUX
Walnut wood stock of selective quality with 
Bavarian style cheekpiece. The CZ 550 
Magnum Lux rifle is a really luxurious version 
of Magnum line rifles primarily designed for 
heavy and dangerous game hunting. This 
model is made in a wide choice of calibres.

	 .375	H&H	Mag.,
	 .416	Rigby,
	 .458	Lott,
	 .458	Win.	Mag.
	
	 Walnut	stock
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W - walnut, B - beech, P - plastic, L - laminated wood, K - Kevlar, DM - detachable magazine, FM - fixed magazine, ADJ - adjustable, SST - single set trigger, NON ADJ - non-adjustable, F - fixed, ADJ - adjustable, HF - hammer forged, BR – broached

Model Calibre Stock
Magazine
type

Magazine
capacity

Trigger Sights
Overall length 
(mm)

Barrel length
(mm)

Height (mm) Width (mm) Weight (g) Barrel

CZ 550 SAFARI CLASSIC .375 H&H Mag. W FM 5 SST F 1180 610 198 86 4530 HF

CZ 550 SAFARI CLASSIC .404 Jeffery W FM 4 SST F 1180 610 198 86 4530 HF

CZ 550 SAFARI CLASSIC .450 Rigby W FM 3 SST F 1180 610 198 86 4530 HF

CZ 550 SAFARI CLASSIC .500 Jeffery W FM 3 SST F 1180 610 198 86 4970 HF

CZ 550 SAFARI CLASSIC .505 Gibbs W FM 3 SST F 1180 610 198 86 4970 HF

The Safari Classics program of Česká 
zbrojovka a.s. successfully builds on 
its long tradition covering production of 
high-powered, accurate and reliable re-
peating rifles for hunting of vital African 
game. Design basis for Safari Classics 
hunting weapons is a high quality and 
popular CZ 550 model chambered to 
a broad spectrum of powerful hunting 

cartridges. Under this program Česká 
zbrojovka a.s. and its subsidiary 
CZ-USA offer complete, serially produ-
ced top grade firearms and individually 
tuned rifles, including a rich and stylish 
accessories.

SAFARI
CLASSICS

Deluxe leather rifle sling.
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CZ 550 SAFARI CLASSICS
The CZ 550 Safari Classics rifle model is de-
signed for hunting of heavy and vital game. 
This model is engineered for legendary ca-
libres used especially in African wilderness. 
The stock with a cheekpiece is of American 
style made of selected walnut. The wood 
figure and grain together with perfect crafts-
manship applied to all parts and compo- 

nents complemented with jewelled bolt ranks 
this rifle among luxury firearms category. The 
action of this CZ 550 line remains a variant of 
the real Mauser action in its magnum version, 
which is appropriately dimensioned for the 
use of the longest cartridges designed for 
the heaviest game.

	 .375	H&H	Mag.,
	 .404	Jeffery,	.450	Rigby,
	 .500	Jeffery,	.505	Gibbs

	 Selected	walnut	stock



Cartridge pouch.Combined pouch for knife and cartridges.

Safari Classics accessories could be supplied 
also in versions such as buffalo hide or suede.
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TECHNICAL

DATA

Model Calibre Stock
Magazine
type

Magazine
capacity

Trigger Sights
Overall length 
(mm)

Barrel length
(mm)

Height (mm) Width (mm) Weight* (g) Barrel

CZ 527 ExClusivE - EBONY EDiTiON .222 Rem., .223 Rem. W DM 5/3 ssT - 1025 555 180 77 from 2700 HF

CZ 527 lux .22 Hornet, .222 Rem., .223 Rem. W DM 5 ssT F 1077 600 198 75 from 2800 HF

CZ 527 lH lux  .222 Rem., .223 Rem. W DM 5 ssT F 1077 600 198 75 from 2800 HF

CZ 527 Fs .22 Hornet, .222 Rem., .223 Rem. W DM 5 ssT F 977 520 198 75 from 2700 HF

CZ 527 CARBiNE .223 Rem., 7.62x39 W DM 5 ssT F 950 470 202 77 from 2700 HF

CZ 527 AMERiCAN .22 Hornet, .222 Rem., .223 Rem., .204 Ruger W DM 5 ssT - 1025 555 175 77 from 2700 HF

CZ 527 lH AMERiCAN .223 Rem., .204 Ruger W DM 5 ssT - 1025 555 175 77 from 2700 HF

CZ 527 vARMiNT .222 Rem., .223 Rem., .204 Ruger W DM 5 ssT - 1085 610 175 77 from 3300 HF

CZ 527 vARMiNT - lAMiNATED .223 Rem. l DM 3/5 ssT - 1085 610 154 80 from 3620 HF

CZ 527 sYNTHETiC .222 Rem., .223 Rem. P DM 5/3 ssT - 1025 555 180 77 from 2610 HF

CZ 550 ExClusivE - EBONY EDiTiON .30-06 sprg. W FM 5 ssT - 1135 600 190 54 from 3300 HF

CZ 550 sTANDARD .308 Win., .243 Win. W DM 4 ssT F 1135 600 180 65 from 3300 HF

CZ 550 sTANDARD .308 Win., .30-06 sprg., 7x64 W FM 5 ssT F 1135 600 180 65 from 3300 HF

CZ 550 lux .243 Win., .308 Win., 22-250 Rem. W DM 4 ssT F 1135 600 210 80 from 3300 HF

CZ 550 lux .243 Win., .270 Win., .308 Win., 7x64, 
6.5x55 sE, .30-06 sprg., 8x57 is W FM 5 ssT F 1135 600 210 80 from 3300 HF

CZ 550 MEDiuM lux .300 Win. Mag. W DM 3 ssT F 1135 600 210 80 from 3300 HF

CZ 550 MEDiuM lux .300 Win. Mag., 7mm Rem. Mag., 9.3x62 W FM 3 ssT F 1135 600 210 80 from 3300 HF

CZ 550 Fs .243 Win., .308 Win. W DM 4 ssT F 1055 520 210 80 from 3300 HF

CZ 550 Fs .270 Win., 7x64, 6.5x55 sE,  
.30-06 sprg., 9.3x62, 8x57 is W FM 5 ssT F 1055 520 210 80 from 3300 HF

CZ HA 550 HuNTER .300 Win. Mag. W FM 4 ssT - 1135 600 195 86 from 3950 HF

W - walnut, B - beech, P - plastic, L - laminated wood, K - Kevlar, DM - detachable magazine, FM - fixed magazine, ADJ - adjustable, SST - single set trigger, NON ADJ - non-adjustable, F - fixed, ADJ - adjustable, HF - hammer forged, BR – broached
* the weight may vary depending on calibre
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Model Calibre Stock
Magazine
type

Magazine
capacity

Trigger Sights
Overall length 
(mm)

Barrel length
(mm)

Height (mm) Width (mm) Weight* (g) Barrel

CZ 550 AMERICAN .243 Win., .308 Win., 22-250 rem. W DM 4 SST - 1135 600 195 80 from 3400 HF

CZ 550 AMERICAN .270 Win., .30-06 Sprg., 9.3x62, 6.5x55 SE W FM 5 SST - 1135 600 195 80 from 3400 HF

CZ 550 VARMINT .308 Win. , 22-250 Rem. W DM 4 SST - 1185 650 195 70 from 4200 HF

CZ 550 VARMINT - KEVLAR .308 Win. K DM 4 SST - 1185 650 195 70 from 4100 HF

CZ 550 VARMINT - LAMINATED .308 Win., 22-250 Rem. L DM 4 SST - 1185 650 195 70 from 4300 HF

CZ 550 SyNTHETIC .30-06 Sprg., 9,3x62, .308 Win., 8x57 IS P FM 5 SST - 1135 600 195 80 from 3500 HF

CZ 550 MC .243 Win., .270 Win., .308 Win.,  
7x64, 6.5x55 SE, .30-06 Sprg. W FM 5 SST F 1135 600 215 85 from 3300 HF

CZ 550 BATTUE LUX 7x64, .30-06 Sprg., 9.3x62 W FM 5 SST F 1055 520 210 80 from 3500 HF

CZ 555 .30-06 Sprg., .308 Win., 7x64 W DM 3 SST F 1135 600 190 70 from 3300 HF

CZ 750 S1 M1 SPORT .308 Win. P DM 10 ADJ - 1220 660 175 77 from 5800 HF

CZ 550 MAGNUM STANDARD .416 Rigby W FM 3 SST F 1180 635 210 85 from 4200 HF

CZ 550 MAGNUM STANDARD .375 H&H Mag., .458 Win. Mag. W FM 5, 4 SST F 1180 635 210 85 from 4200 HF

CZ 550 MAGNUM LUX .416 Rigby, .458 Lott W FM 3 SST F 1180 635 210 85 from 4200 HF

CZ 550 MAGNUM LUX .375 H&H Mag., .458 Win. Mag. W FM 5, 4 SST F 1180 635 210 85 from 4200 HF

CZ 550 SAFARI MAGNUM .375 H&H Mag. W FM 5 SST F 1180 635 210 85 from 4200 HF

CZ 550 SAFARI MAGNUM .416 Rigby, .458 Lott W FM 3, 4 SST F 1180 635 210 85 from 4200 HF

CZ 550 SAFARI CLASSIC .375 H&H Mag. W FM 5 SST F 1180 610 198 86 4530 HF

CZ 550 SAFARI CLASSIC .404 Jeffery W FM 4 SST F 1180 610 198 86 4530 HF

CZ 550 SAFARI CLASSIC .450 Rigby W FM 3 SST F 1180 610 198 86 4530 HF

CZ 550 SAFARI CLASSIC .500 Jeffery, . 505 Gibbs W FM 3 SST F 1180 610 198 86 4970 HF

W - walnut, B - beech, P - plastic, L - laminated wood, K - Kevlar, DM - detachable magazine, FM - fixed magazine, ADJ - adjustable, SST - single set trigger, NON ADJ - non-adjustable, F - fixed, ADJ - adjustable, HF - hammer forged, BR – broached
* the weight may vary depending on calibre



BRNO RIFLES

Model Calibre Stock Trigger Sights
Overall length
(mm)

Barrel length
(mm)

Height 
(mm)

Width 
(mm)

Weight 
(g)

Barrel

BRNO COMPETITION TRAP 12/12 W NON ADJ F 1200 760 190 43 3350 HF

BRNO COMPETITON SKEET 12/12 W NON ADJ F 1150 710 190 43 3250 HF

BO 801 12/12 W NON ADJ F 1140 700 180 45 3250 HF

BO 802 12/8 x 57JRS, 12/7 x 65R, 12/.243 Win.,
12/.308 Win., 12/.30-06 Sprg., 12/6,5 x 57R W SST / NON ADJ F 1045 600 180 45 3400 HF

BO 803 8x57 JRS/8x57 JRS, .308 Win./.308 Win., .30-06 
Sprg./.30-06 Sprg., 7x65 R/7x65 R, 9.3x74 R/9.3x74 R W SST / NON ADJ F 1045 600 180 45 3400 HF

BRNO COMPETITION
The pair of competition specials named Brno 
Competition Trap and Skeet, designed for 
Trap / Doubletrap / Skeet differ only in their 
length. Already serially produced stock and 
fore-end, manufactured from hand-picked 
walnut wood meet basic requirements of abo-
ve named competition disciplines. Application 

of stains for the surface treatment of the stock 
enhances the colour of wood and makes the 
grip more comfortable. Both of these firearms 
are equipped with a manual safety. The 
trigger mechanism incorporates three-position 
system and overall appearance is augmented 
by gilded trigger blade. The barrels caliber 

12, with a length of 760 (710) mm are equip-
ped with the 70 mm chamber. As a matter 
of course are interchangeable chokes and 
fiber optics front sight. These firearms can 
be bought with a set of match fitted spare 
parts; this set also includes a second set of 
interchangeable chokes.

	 12/12

	 Walnut	stock

BO 801
Shotgun BO 801 is intended either for 
hunting or sport shooting. The barrels of 
12ga. caliber, with a length of 700 mm are 
equipped with the 76 mm chamber. This 
firearm can be optionally supplied with 
interchangeable shotgun barrels 700mm 
long or, there is a separate set with shotgun 
barrels. The shotgun has an automatic sa-
fety, ejector, and single trigger with selector. 
The stock and forend are made of walnut. 
The shotgun can be modified for skeet and 
trap. This model can be also adapted for a 
left-handed shooter.

	 12/12	

	 Walnut	stock

Over/unders made in various configura-
tions such as shotgun-shotgun,
shotgun-rifle and rifle-rifle of the BO 800 
series and the Brno Effect break-action 
single shot rifle are the latest followers 
of long and glorious tradition of modern 
hunting and sport weapons production 
in the Moravian metropolis named Brno. 

Firearms of the Brno Rifles product line 
are still being produced by the world-re-
nowned Zbrojovka Brno. Firearms from 
Brno became an integral part of Česká 
zbrojovka a.s. firearms family.

BRNO RIFLES
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W - walnut, B - beech, P - plastic, L - laminated wood, K - Kevlar / DM - detachable magazine, FM - fixed magazine / ADJ - adjustable, SST - single set trigger, NON ADJ - non-adjustable, F - fixed, ADJ - adjustable / HF - hammer forged, BR - broached



BO 802
Rifle – shotgun BO 802 is intended for hun-
ting purposes. The rifle barrel is 600 mm long
and it is combined with a shot barrel of 
12ga. caliber, wtih the chamber of 76 mm. 
The weapon can be supplemented with 
interchangeable 700 mm shot barrels. This 
weapon has an automatic safety, extractor 
and two triggers – the front one is equipped 
with a trigger set. A left–handed version is 
also available.

	 12/6,5	x	57R,	12/8	x	57JRS,	
	 12/7	x	65R,	12/.243	Win.,
	 12/.308	Win.,	
	 12/.30-06	Sprg.	

	 Walnut	stock
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BO 803
This weapon design is based on the rifle/
shotgun BO 802 model featuring extractors 
and trigger mechanism having two trigger 
blades, the front one with a set-trigger. The 
interesting thing of the BO 803 O/U rifle are 
barrels which are not soldered together. Both 
barrels grouping is adjusted by the original 

system of collars. The scope instalment to
dovetail using slid-on mount with a transver-
se element is for the BO 803 superposed 
rifles line a matter of course. In addition the 
BO 803 model can be also supplied as an 
interchangeable barrels bundle for the BO 
802 O/U shotgun/ rifle model.

	 8x57	JRS/8x57	JRS,	.308	Win./
	 .308	Win.,	.30-06	Sprg./.30-06	Sprg.,		
	 7x65	R/7x65	R,	9.3x74	R/9.3x74	R

	 Walnut	stock



BRNO RIFLES

Model Calibre Stock Trigger Sights
Overall length
(mm)

Barrel length
(mm)

Height 
(mm)

Width 
(mm)

Weight 
(g)

Barrel

BRNO EFFECT LUX 8x57 JRS, 7x65R, .243 Win., 6,5 x 57R, .308Win. W SST F 1020 600 180 50 2700 HF

BRNO  EFFECT 8x57 JRS, 6.5x57 R, 7x65 R, .243 Win., .30-06 Sprg., 
.308 Win. W SST F 1020 600 175 48 2700 HF

BRNO  EFFECT FS 8x57 JRS, 6.5x57 R, 7x65 R, .243 Win., .30-06 Sprg., 
.308 Win. W SST F 1020 600 175 48 2700 HF

BRNO STOPPER
.458 WM /.458 WM, .416 Rigby /.416 Rigby, .375 H&H 
/.375 H&H

W NON ADJ/SST F 1055 600 203 51 4100 HF

BRNO EFFECT
Robust break-action breech lock outfit-
ted with a wide wedge guarantees high 
durability. The firing mechanism is cocked 
while opening this rifle using top lever. The 
trigger assembly is located in the proper 
trigger mechanism. A finely tuned set-trigger 
provides light and crisp trigger pull. The 
rifle is disassembled by pressing down the 
slide plate sited at the fore-end. The barrel 
is provided with dovetail to accommodate 
scope mount.

	 8x57JRS,	6.5x57	R,	
	 7x65	R,	.243	Win.,	
	 .30-06	Sprg.,	.308	Win.	

	 Walnut	stock

BRNO EFFECT LUX
The Brno Effect break-action rifle is designed 
for hunters who prefer calm and ethical 
hunting. The Brno Effect Lux brings to hunter 
a pleasure, not only due to its easy handling, 
slim design and excellent fit and finish, but 
also with overall appearance. The elegance of 
this rifle is evoked by exuberant machine 

engravings in the shape of fish scales and 
wooden side plates on the receiver. All parts 
and components of this firearm are made from 
a premium steel and selected walnut wood. 
A rugged action with a wide wedge and front 
plate guarantee high endurance. The firing 
mechanism is cocked during rifle opening 

using the top lever. The trigger system is loca-
ted in the self-contained trigger mechanism 
and the discharge is actuated by a finely 
tuned set trigger. The barrel is provided with 
the dovetail for scope mount. The Brno Effect 
Lux comes in the full-stock version.

	 8x57	JRS,	7x65R,	.243	Win.,	
	 6.5	x	57R,	.308Win.

	 Walnut	stock
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W - walnut, B - beech, P - plastic, L - laminated wood, K - Kevlar / DM - detachable magazine, FM - fixed magazine / ADJ - adjustable, SST - single set trigger, NON ADJ - non-adjustable, F - fixed, ADJ - adjustable / HF - hammer forged, BR - broached



BRNO EFFECT FS
Full stock version of Brno Effect model.

	 8x57JRS,	6.5x57	R,	
	 7x65	R,	.243	Win.,	
	 .30-06	Sprg.,	.308	Win.	

	 Walnut	stock

BRNO STOPPER
The Brno Stopper represents the brand new 
over-under rifle chambered in powerful .458 
Win. Mag. caliber designed for hunting of 
dangerous game. This firearm with automatic 
safety is for prompt shots equipped with a 
single trigger. The stock and fore-end are 
made from hand-picked walnut wood and 
provided with elegant checkering. This 
model can be also adapted for a left-handed 
shooter.

	 .458	Win.Mag./.458	Win.Mag.,
	 .416	Rigby/.416	Rigby,	
	 .375	H&H/.375	H&H

	 Selected	walnut	stock
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Model Calibre Chamber (“) Cylinder Stock Trigger Sights Ejector Overall length  
(mm)

Barrel length  
(“) Height (mm) Width (mm) Weight (g) Barrel

Ringneck 12/12, 20/20 3“ Multi W S F no 1160 28“ 188 58 3300, 2900 MA

MAllARd 12/12, 20/20 3“ Multi W d F no 1145 28“ 183 46 3350, 3000 MA

RedheAd 12/12, 20/20 3“ Multi W d F Yes 1105 28“ 183 46 3350, 3000 MA

Woodcock 12/12, 20/20 3“ Multi W S F Yes 1160 28“ 183 46 3500, 3150 MA

cAnvASbAck 12/12 3“ Multi W S F no 1155 28“ 188 46 3400 MA

RINGNECK
The Ringneck is side-by-side with a single 
trigger. The stock and fore-end are hand 
checkered. The Ringneck includes 
5 screw-in chokes.

	 12/12,	20/20	

	
	 Turkish	walnut

Thanks to the co-operation 
between respected Turkish firm 
Huglu and CZ-USA the range of 
products offered by Česká zbrojov-
ka a.s. was widened by a number 
of modern shotgun over-unders, 
traditional shotgun side-by-side, 
and also by semi-automatic

CZ-USA

MALLARD
The Mallard over-under shotgun comes 
standard with double triggers and extractors.
The barrel is burnished and available in 
either 20ga. or 12ga.

	 12/12,	20/20	

	 Turkish	walnut	
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Multi - 1/1, 3/4, 1/2 / 1/4, cylinder  / W - walnut, B - beech, P - plastic, L - laminated wood, K - Kevlar / S - single, D - double / DM - detachable magazine, FM - fixed magazine / ADJ - adjustable, SST - single set trigger, NON ADJ - non-adjustable
F - fixed, ADJ - adjustable / HF - hammer forged, BR - broached, MA - machined

CZ 712 shotgun. All shotguns of 
the CZ-USA brand are characte-
rized by high quality of design, 
first-rate fit and finish, and that 
everything for a very
favourable price.



REDHEAD
The Redhead comes with a single selective 
trigger and extractors. Coin finished receiver 
evokes classical look. The Redhead is 
available in 12ga. and 20ga. with screw-in 
chokes.

	 12/12,	20/20	

	
	 Turkish	walnut

CANVASBACK
A single selective trigger and 5 screw-in 
chokes are standard equipment on the Can-
vasback. The receiver is made with black 
chrome finish. The stock is made of Turkish 
walnut with rounded pistol grip bottom.

	 12/12	

	 Turkish	walnut

WOODCOCK
The Woodcock comes standard with 
single selective trigger and auto ejectors.
The Woodcock’s sculptured frame 
incorporates a side plate, thus resembling
a true British side lock action.

	 12/12,	20/20

	 Turkish	walnut
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Multi - 1/1, 3/4, 1/2 / 1/4, cylinder  / W - walnut, B - beech, P - plastic, L - laminated wood, K - Kevlar / S - single, D - double / DM - detachable magazine, FM - fixed magazine / ADJ - adjustable, SST - single set trigger, NON ADJ - non-adjustable
F - fixed, ADJ - adjustable / HF - hammer forged, BR - broached, MA - machined

UPLAND ULTRALIGHT
The Upland Ultralight O/U shotgun is next 
in the line of new shotguns offered under 
the CZ brand. This traditionally conceived 
over/under of 12 ga. has trigger mechanism 
operating with a single trigger enabling also 
barrel firing order selection. The action is 
opened using a well-tested top lever. 
A major asset of this model is exceptionally

low weight at just 2.72 kg/6 lbs., which is 
well-nigh 1 kg less when compared with 
other models having metal action. Such 
a massive drop in weight will be certainly 
appreciated not only by hunters in all-day 
hunting and nature roaming, but also by 
sport shooters in time-consuming disciplines.

	 12/12	

	 Turkish	walnut

SPORTING
The CZ Sporting is the first shotgun from the 
CZ-USA specifically designed for sporting 
clays and FITASC competition. Hand
engraving on the satin black finished 
receiver complements the nicely figured 
high-grade Circassian walnut stock. The CZ 
Sporting has a neutral cast stock with an ad-
justable stock, trap style fore-end, pistol grip 
and ambidextrous palm swells. Features that 
give the CZ sporting model the competitive 
edge are back-bored barrels with extended 
forcing cones, fully adjustable comb, single 
selective trigger and automatic ejectors.

	 12/12	

	 Circassian	walnut
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Model Calibre Chamber (“) Cylinder Stock Trigger Sights Ejector Overall length  
(mm)

Barrel length  
(“) Height (mm) Width (mm) Weight (g) Barrel

Upland Ultralight 12/12 3 Multi W S F no 1100 26 193 44 2700 Ma

Sporting 12/12 2 ¾“ Multi W S F Yes 1210 30“ 193 46 4080 Ma

CZ 712 12 3“ 1/1, 3/4, 1/4 W S F auto 1255 28“ 183 46 3580 Ma

CZ 912 12 3 Multi W S F no 1240 28 190 44 3300 Ma



CZ 712
The CZ 712 is a gas operated semi-automa-
tic firearm built on a light weight alloy rece-
iver. This shotgun is newly complemented 
with the firing pin block which precludes the 
firing pin movement until the time the breech 
is closed and also with manual two-position 
safety at the inside of the trigger guard. The 
barrel exterior has moly black hard chrome 
finish that will resist corrosion after many 
seasons in the field. The CZ 712 comes with 
a magazine tube plug installed for waterfowl 
hunts. If the plug is removed, it gives hunter 
4+1 capacity so preferable for upland.

	 12	

	 Turkish	walnut
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CZ 912
The CZ 912 is a present-day semi-auto 
shotgun combining traditional high quality of 
the CZ brand firearms with attractive design 
and exceptionally favourable final price. The 
CZ 912 excels in perfect workmanship and 
elegant look having really handsome lines. 
The steel barrel features chrome-lined bore 
and surface protected by black chrome, the 
action is made from aluminium alloy having 
high gloss finish. The modern recoil pad 

 

provides significant reduction in perceived 
recoil. A recoil spring located in the butt of 
the stock allows reliable cycling of a wide 
variety of loads across the power spectrum 
both 12/70 and 12/76, and also makes 
assembly and disassembly of this shotgun 
easier. A tubular magazine capacity is 
reduced by detachable magazine plug for 2 
cartridges; without the plug, the magazine of 
this semi-auto reaches 4 cartridges. 

	 12	

	 Turkish	walnut



W - walnut, B - beech, P - plastic, L - laminated wood, K - Kevlar / ADJ - adjustable, SST - single set trigger, NON ADJ - non-adjustable, F - fixed, ADJ - adjustable

SLAVIA 634
The Slavia 634 spring-piston air rifl e with 
break-barrel cocking is designed for leisure 
time activities or basic sport shooting, or as 
the case may be pest control (where allowed). 
Except for the increased velocity inherent in 
this version all other properties of the Slavia 
631 Lux in basic version are retained.
Newly	manufactured	are	also	Slavia	634	
models	(only	in	4.5	mm	cal.)	with	synthetic	
stock,	which	is	in	the	area	of	cheek	piece,	
grip	surfaces	and	forend	red,	grey	or	blue.

	 4.5	mm
	 5.5	mm	

	 Beechwood	or	synthetic	stock

For the current generation of the 
CZ break-barrel air rifles of classic 
design is typical a reliable latching 
of the barrel in closed position, 
automatic safety activated when 
the piston is cocked, and ad-
justable trigger pull weight. The 
CZ air rifles are outfitted with open 
sights either all-metal or illumina-
ted by fibre optics. The rear sight 
is adjustable for elevation and 
windage, the front sight is of tunnel 

AIR RIFLES type. The top surface of the air 
cylinder is provided with a dove-
tail for mounting of aperture sight 
or scope. The stock is made of 
selected grade beech wood with 
low rubber pad. Recently some of 
the models are available also with 
synthetic stock having softened 
and colour coded grip surfaces.  

Model Calibre Stock Trigger Sights Overall length 
(mm)

Barrel length
(mm)

Height
(mm)

Width
(mm)

Weight 
(g) v1 (m/s)

Slavia 634 4.5 mm B / P ADJ ADJ 1080 450 204 40 3000 220

Slavia 634 5.5 mm B ADJ ADJ 1080 450 204 40 3000 160

Slavia 630 STANDARD 4.5 mm B ADJ ADJ 1160 530 195 40 3000 170

Slavia 631 LUX 4.5 mm B ADJ ADJ 1160 530 204 42 3100 170
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SLAVIA 630 STANDARD
The Slavia 630 break-barrel air rifl e is 
intended for leisure time activities and basic 
training in sport shooting. The air rifl e features 
a rear sight adjustable for elevation and
windage and the trigger is provided with an 
adjustable trigger pull. The automatic safety
secures the air rifl e against any accidental 
discharge during cocking. The stock is 
made of beech wood and is designed in 
ambidextrous configuration.

	 4.5	mm	

	 Beechwood	stock

SLAVIA 631 LUX
The Slavia 631 break-barrel is intended for 
general sport shooting and to this purpose its 
design has been adjusted. The stock is made 
either from beech wood with a polyamide 
buttplate or plastic with an adjustable buttpla-
te. The barrel is fi xed in its idle position, the 
receiver is factory milled for a receiver sight 
or scope mount. The rear sight is adjustable 
for elevation and windage and the trigger pull 
weight is adjustable as well. Also this version 
is equipped with an automatic safety.

	 4.5	mm	

	 Beechwood	stock
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W - walnut, B - beech, P - plastic, L - laminated wood, K - Kevlar / ADJ - adjustable, SST - single set trigger, NON ADJ - non-adjustable, F - fixed, ADJ - adjustable

CZ 200 S HUNTER
The standard version of this pre-charged pne-
umatic designated as the CZ 200 S Hunter 
are made in cal. 177”/4.5 mm or 22”/5.5 mm 
and besides sporting events it can be used 
also for pest control (if allowed by law) as its 
muzzle energy can be set up to 16 Joule. This 
model is outfitted with a single-piece stock
having a cheekpiece and compressed air 
reservoir with capacity increased by 30%.

	 4.5	mm
	 5.5	mm	

	 Beechwood	stock

The CZ 200 PCP (precharged pne-
umatic) line of airguns is the result 
of close co-operation between
Česká zbrojovka and a renowned 
English manufacturer of air guns. 
These guns involving a compact
action/breech with a detachable 
compressed air reservoir are 
characterized with an excellent 

accuracy, consistence of proje-
ctile velocities, and minimum of 
felt recoil. Especially young and 
starting shooters appreciate 
these properties.

PCP AIR RIFLES

Model Calibre Stock Trigger Sights Overall length 
(mm)

Barrel length
(mm)

Height
(mm)

Width
(mm)

Weight 
(g) v1 (m/s)

CZ 200 S HUNTER 4.5 mm B ADJ - 907 486 165 53 2800 240

CZ 200 S HUNTER 5.5 mm B ADJ - 907 486 165 53 2800 175

CZ 200 S COLOUR 4.5 mm L ADJ - 907 485 185 55 2900 240

CZ 200 T 4.5 mm B ADJ - 872-928 458 180 53 2800-3000 165
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CZ 200 T
The target style CZ 200 T version having 
muzzle energy of 7.5 Joule is made in calibre 
.177/4.5 mm and is intended for very precise 
training and competition shooting. Design of 
this air rifle complies with ISSF rules.

	 4.5	mm

	 Beechwood	stock

CZ 200 S COLOUR
This is very popular the CZ 200 S colour 
pre-charged pneumatic in 4.5 mm (.177) cal. 
The new dynamic design of stock made from 
laminated wood is intended for any group of 
shooting interests. Presented model is based 
on much favoured single-piece stock version 
while retaining all excellent features of the 
basic version. In order to provide a more of 
shooting comfort is this model outfi tted with 
4x32 rifl escope having option of additional 
distance correction after sighting-in of the we-
apon. Included in the package are also fi lling 
adaptor and equipment for safe discharging 
of compressed air reservoir. These weapons 
the muzzle energy of which could be set up 
to 16 J are characterized with an excellent 
accuracy, consistence of projectile velocities, 
and minimum of felt recoil. Such properties 
are very much appreciated by experienced 
as well as young and fledgling shooters.

	 4.5	mm	

	 Laminated	wood
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Semi-automatic pistols of the CZ 
brand combine unrivalled tradition 
of the Czech firearms industry with 
the state-of-the-art designs and 
technological processes. Česká 
zbrojovka now developed a series 
of highly innovative models based 
on the legendary CZ 75 model, 
which completely redefined duty 
and defence pistols category. 
The latest models include the CZ 
75 D COMPACT, which was used 
for the rearmament of the Czech 
Republic Police, further CZ 2075 
RAMI subcompacts, or the CZ 75 
SP-01 family, from which comes 
the handgun of the double World 
Champion in shooting according 
to the rules of IPSC Production 
Division, Mr. Adam Tyc.

•	Time-proven	concept	of	the	legendary	CZ	75
•	Superb	characteristics	of	trigger	mechanism	
•	Unique	ergonomics
•	Highest-grade	materials	used	in	production	
•	Hammer	forged	barrel
•	Outstanding	accuracy,	reliability	and	long	
	 service	life
•	Extensive	user	security	
•	Easy	disassembly	for	cleaning	and	routine	
	 maintenance	
•	All	of	the	most	popular	pistol	calibres	
•	Rich	variety	of	highly	resistant	surface	
	 protection	

Pistols
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AL – light alloy, ST – steel, POLY – polymer, SS – stainless steel / PL – plastic, R – rubber, W – wood / SA – single action, DA – double action, DAO – double action only, ADJ – adjustable, F – fixed, FSF – fixed, snag free
* without barrel ramp

The pistols of the CZ 2075 RAMI 
model line are powerful subcom-
pact variants of legendary CZ 75, 
their design makes them ideal and 
highly appreciated as back-up 
and defence handguns. The offer 
is complemented with popular 
DAO model, i.e. the CZ 92 pistol 
in cal. 6.35 mm Browning, which 
is optimal for concealed carry and 
allows really prompt defence over 
short distances.

SUBCOMPACT

  Model Calibre Magazine
capacity Frame Grip

panels

Overall
length
(mm)

Barrel
length *
(mm)

Height
(mm)

Width
(mm)

Weight
(g)

Trigger mecha-
nism operation Sights Safety features

CZ 2075 BD RAMI 9 mm Luger 10 (14) AL R, PL 168 74,6 120 32 695 SA/DA FSF Hammer decocking, Hammer safety notch, Firing pin block

CZ 2075 RAMI 9 mm Luger / .40 S&W 10 (14) /8 (10) AL R, PL 168 74,6 120 32 695 SA/DA FSF Manual safety, Hammer safety notch, Firing pin block

CZ 92 6.35 mm Browning 8 AL PL 126 64 94.5 24 310 DAO – Magazine safety
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CZ 2075 BD RAMI
The CZ 2075 BD RAMI is a modification of 
the CZ 2075 RAMI outfitted with decocking 
lever instead of safety. This safety feature is
especially suitable for the armed forces and 
law enforcement units. Other parameters 
of this model remain intact.

	 9	mm	Luger	

	 Black	polycoat



CZ 92
The CZ 92 is designed for personal defence 
at short distances. The whole technical 
concept and safety features were especially 
adapted with this in mind. The CZ 92 pistol 
incorporates the blowback breech principle 
and the double action only (DAO) mode 
of fire. For enhancing safety this pistol is 
additionally outfitted with magazine safety so 
that removal of the magazine automatically 
blocks the trigger. The pistol comes now in 
new design with side magazine release.

	 6.35	mm	Browning

	 Black	or	silver	
	 polycoat,	Dual	tone

The grip is continuously 
enhanced for the use of
magazine with extended 
capacity (14 cartridges 
in cal. 9 mm, 10 cartridges 
in cal. .40 S&W).
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CZ 2075 RAMI
The CZ 2075 RAMI is a handgun from our 
„Subcompact“ category based on the proven
CZ 75 pistol model design. The trigger me-
chanism operates in SA/DA mode of fire. The
pistol utilizes several safety features inclu-
ding a firing pin block and a manual safety.

Incorporating the CZ staggered column 
magazine design, the little CZ 2075 RAMI
accommodates 10 cartridges of 9 mm Luger 
or 8 cartridges of .40 S&W cal. plus one
in the chamber. With a 3“ barrel weighs less 
than 700 g when unloaded.

	 9	mm	Luger,
	 .40	S&W	

	 Black	polycoat

This handgun was a nominee in the 
prestigious Guns & Ammo magazine
for the Gun of the Year 2004.



AL – light alloy, ST – steel, POLY – polymer, SS – stainless steel / PL – plastic, R – rubber, W – wood / SA – single action, DA – double action, DAO – double action only, ADJ – adjustable, F – fixed, FSF – fixed, snag free
* without barrel ramp

CZ 75 D COMPACT
This is a pistol with a light alloy frame having
a decocking lever, featuring extended 
magazine release, snag-free sights, loaded 
chamber indicator, serrated front and back 
strap for improved handling, rubber grip 
panels and lanyard ring in the butt.

	 9	mm	Luger	

	 Black	polycoat

The compact pistols made by CZ 
excel in outstanding ergonomics, 
exceptional accuracy of fire and 
high magazine capacity. Besides 
the most modern service and 
defence model designated as the 
CZ 75 P-07 DUTY featuring poly-

  Model Calibre Magazine
capacity Frame Grip

panels

Overall
length
(mm)

Barrel
length *
(mm)

Height
(mm)

Width
(mm)

Weight
(g)

Trigger mecha-
nism operation Sights Safety features

CZ 75 P-07 DUTY 9 mm Luger / 9 mm Browning / 9x21 / .40 S&W 16 / 15 / 16 / 12 POLY – 185 95 130 37 770 SA/DA F Hammer decocking or Manual safety, Hammer safety 
notch, Firing pin block

CZ 75 D COMPACT 9 mm Luger 14 (16) AL R, PL 184 92,5 128 35 800 SA/DA FSF Hammer decocking, Hammer safety notch, Firing pin 
block

CZ 75 P-06 .40 S&W 10 AL R 184 92,5 128 35 800 SA/DA F Hammer decocking, Hammer safety notch, Firing pin 
block

CZ 75 D COMPACT (CZ 75 P-01) 9 mm Luger 14 (16) AL R 184 92,5 128 35 800 SA/DA F Hammer decocking, Hammer safety notch, Firing pin 
block

CZ 83 7.65 mm Browning / 9 mm Browning 
9 mm Makarov / 9 mm P.A. Rubber

15 / 12
12 / 12 ST PL 172 97 127 36 750

800 SA/DA F Manual safety, Hammer offset

COMPACT mer frame and the new Omega 
trigger mechanism the part of the 
offer is also formed by the popular 
and powerful compact versions 
stemming from the legendary CZ 
75 headed by highly valued model 
designed for the Police of the 

CZ 75 P-07 DUTY
The main advantage is really easy interchan-
ge of decocking lever or manual safety. 
Low-lying barrel axis together with the slide 
backstop on the material of the frame allows 
keeping perfect control over handgun even at 
very rapid shots fired one after another. Prac-
tical tests demonstrated not only excellent 
accuracy and reliability of this new pistol, but
also extremely high resistance and durability
of all parts of this handgun. This pistol has the 
barrel locked into the ejection port. Defining 
the barrel height and its axis centricity is 
secured by the protrusion located at the rear 
section of the locking block. The original 
shape of the slide results from bevelling of its 
upper lateral edges thus facilitating placing. 
The slide carries sights, the front sight in 
longitudinal and the rear sight in transverse 
groove. The integral part of the slide is of 
course also automatic firing pin block safety. 
Spent cartridge case extraction is provided 

by robust extractor placed on the right side 
of the slide. Ejection of cartridge case or any 
not discharged cartridge is facilitated by 
pretty large ejection port. In case of need for 
more thorough cleaning the trigger and firing 
mechanism can also be easily and in effect 
almost completely disassembled.

	 9	mm	Luger,
	 9	mm	Browning,
	 9x21,	
	 .40	S&W

	 Black	manganese	phosphate
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Czech Republic and the classical 
and simple CZ 83 with blowback 
breech (version designated as the 
CZ 82 is in service with the Armed 
Forces of the Czech Republic).



CZ 75 P-06
The CZ 75 D Compact version made 
in cal. .40 S&W.

	 .40	S&W	

	 Black	polycoat

Reliability:
The U.S. Army “Mean 
Rounds Between Failure” 
(MRBF) requirement is
495 round for 9mm pistol. 
During testing of the 
CZ 75 D COMPACT, 
the average number of 
stoppages was only 7 per 
15 000 rounds fired, 
this is 0.05 % failure rate 
representing excellent 
MRBF rate of 2142 rounds!
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CZ 83
The CZ 83 is a compact all-steel semi-auto-
matic handgun designed on the blowback 
breech principle. The pistol is produced with 
barrel having classic rifling in calibres 7.65 
mm Browning (.32 Auto) and 9 mm Browning 
Short (.380 ACP) and with polygonal barrel 
bore for the 9 mm Makarov cal. The trigger 
mechanism is a SA/DA type. This model 
features an ambidextrous manual safety 
and magazine catch. The CZ 83 is an ideal 
concealed carry pistol.

	 7.65	mm	Browning,	
	 9	mm	Browning,	
	 9	mm	Makarov,			
	 9	mm	P.A.	Rubber	
	
	 Black	polycoat,	Glossy	blue,	
	 Satin	nickel

CZ 75 D COMPACT 
(CZ 75 P-01)
The CZ 75 D COMPACT based on the CZ 75 
design, was after 3 years of some of the most 
aggressive and demanding tests enlisted as 
duty handgun of the Czech National Police. 
Rugged, extremely reliable and precisely 
balanced all-round the CZ 75 D COMPACT 
pistol is designed in such a way so as to 
meet conditions and situations required by 
modern and up to date law enforcement and 
as such meets all current requirements of 
police and military forces in the whole world.
Low weight and dimensions predispose 
the CZ 75 D COMPACT pistol for personal 
defence and long term carry. According to 
evaluations from a number of police and
military tenders the CZ 75 D COMPACT 
ranks among the best pistols of the world.
The CZ 75 D COMPACT pistol being offered 
here is a handgun in compliance with strict 
demands and requirements according to 
NATO specifications.

	 9	mm	Luger	

	 Black	polycoat



AL – light alloy, ST – steel, POLY – polymer, SS – stainless steel / PL – plastic, R – rubber, W – wood / SA – single action, DA – double action, DAO – double action only, ADJ – adjustable, F – fixed, FSF – fixed, snag free
* without barrel ramp

Standard size duty and defence 
pistols of the CZ brand are modern 
handguns and their design and 
technology makes them advanced 
successors of the legendary CZ 75 
with which their share marvellous 
ergonomics and unrivalled SA/DA 
travel of the trigger mechanism. 
This category also includes a num-

ber of extremely successful tactical 
and sporting models such as CZ 
SP-01 including the latest variant 
the CZ 75 SP-01 PHANTOM with 
polymer frame and powerful duty 
model CZ 97 in .45ACP cal. The 
offer is complemented by the CZ 
75 KADET 2 Conversion Kit for the 
rebuilding of the CZ75/85 series for 
shooting with .22 LR cartridges.

  Model Calibre Magazine
capacity Frame Grip

panels

Overall
length
(mm)

Barrel
length *
(mm)

Height
(mm)

Width
(mm)

Weight
(g)

Trigger mecha-
nism operation Sights Safety features

CZ 75 B Ω 9 mm Luger 16 ST PL 206 114 138 35 1000 SA/DA F Manual safety, Hammer safety notch, Firing pin block

CZ 75 B 9 mm Luger / 9 x 21 / .40 S&W 16 / 16 / 10 ST PL 206 114 138 35 1000 SA/DA F Manual safety, Hammer safety notch, Firing pin block

CZ 75 BD POLICE 9 mm Luger 16 ST PL 206 114 138 35 1000 SA/DA F Hammer decocking, Hammer safety notch, Firing pin 
block, Loaded chamber indicator

CZ 75 B STAINLESS 9 mm Luger 16 SS R 206 114 138 35 1050 SA/DA F Manual safety, Hammer safety notch, Firing pin block

CZ 75 B NEW EDITION 9 mm Luger 16 SS R 206 114 138 35 1050 SA/DA F Manual safety, Hammer safety notch, Firing pin block

CZ 85 B 9 mm Luger / 9x21 16 / 16 ST PL 206 114 138 38 1000 SA/DA F Manual safety, Hammer safety notch, Firing pin block

STANDARD
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CZ 75 B Ω
The CZ 75 B Ω is a pistol having new trigger 
mechanism. The parts of the new trigger
mechanism were dramatically simplified as 
the production terms are concerned. The 
said parts are placed on the easily remova-
ble axes while utilizing interlocking features. 
Thanks to this disassembly and re-assembly 
becomes simple matter, which

can be performed by anybody without 
the need for any tools. This consequently 
substantially simplifies thorough maintenan-
ce of handgun. The materials used, forming 
of parts and their functional interconnection 
together enhanced durability, operating life 
and reliability of the new trigger mechanism 
above practically qualifiable value.

	 9	mm	Luger	

	 Black	polycoat

CZ 75 B
CZ 75 B is a traditional handgun 
issued by government, military and 
security agencies in all parts of the 
world. In .40 S&W cal. the CZ 75 B 
features an ambidextrous manual 
safety.

	 9	mm	Luger,
	 9x21,
	 .40	S&W	

	 Black	or	silver	polycoat,
	 Glossy	blue,	Mat	blue,
	 Nickel,	Dual	tone



CZ 75 B STAINLESS
The CZ 75 B STAINLESS is based on the 
classical CZ 75 B made in high-grade 
stainless steel thus enhancing its resistance 
against corrosion.

	 9	mm	Luger	

	 Stainless	steel

CZ 85 B
The CZ 85 B is ambidextrous version of the 
CZ 75 featuring ambidextrous manual safety 
and slide release.

	 9	mm	Luger,	
	 9x21	

	 Black	or	silver	polycoat,
	 Glossy	blue,	Dual	tone
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CZ 75 BD POLICE
The CZ 75 BD POLICE is equipped 
with decocking lever, loaded chamber 
indicator, reversible magazine catch, 
lanyard ring, checkered front and 
back strap of the grip and serrated 
trigger as standard. There is also BD 
version without the loading chamber 
indicator.

	 9	mm	Luger	

	 Black	polycoat

CZ 75 B NEW EDITION
The CZ 75 B NEW EDITION differs from the 
CZ 75 B STAINLESS model by a different 
type of surface treatment, which is similar to 
the one applied to the Dan Wesson pistols. 
The pistol’s surface is sand blasted, sides of 
the slide and frame are decoratively ground. 
In the USA this pistol is sold under LIMITED 
EDITION designation.

	 9	mm	Luger	

	 Stainless	steel



AL – light alloy, ST – steel, POLY – polymer, SS – stainless steel / PL – plastic, R – rubber, W – wood / SA – single action, DA – double action, DAO – double action only, ADJ – adjustable, F – fixed, FSF – fixed, snag free
* without barrel ramp

CZ 75 SP-01 SHADOW
This model is specially adapted according 
to suggestions as proposed by Angus 
Hobdell and Adam Tyc, CZ sport shooting 
team premier shooters. The CZ 75 SP-01 
SHADOW features no firing pin block, which 
consequently reduces trigger pull weight and 
improves trigger travel properties. Pistol frame 
incorporates sport-oriented alterations such 
as recess beneath the trigger guard and bea-
vertail to enable a higher grip of this handgun.     
Sights consist of fibre optics front sight and 
sport style rear sight to promote much easier, 
faster and more accurate target acquisition. 
New type recoil spring facilitates loading and 
enhances the shooting comfort. The gaping 
magazine well makes reloading quick and 

Pistols of the CZ 75 SP-01 series 
represent an apex in the deve-
lopment of the phenomenal CZ 
75 model in the standard size. 
“Espees”were designed in close 
coordination with professionals 
from specialized units, armed and 
security forces, and now in its all-s-
teel version present superb tactical 
and task force handguns. Thanks 
to its unparalleled accuracy, 

  Model Calibre Magazine
capacity Frame Grip

panels

Overall
length
(mm)

Barrel
length *
(mm)

Height
(mm)

Width
(mm)

Weight
(g)

Trigger mecha-
nism operation Sights Safety features

CZ 75 SP-01 SHADOW 9 mm Luger 18 ST R 207 114 147 37 1180 SA/DA F Manual safety, Hammer safety notch

CZ 75 SP-01 9 mm Luger 18 ST R 207 114 147 37 1180 SA/DA F Manual safety, Hammer safety notch, Firing pin block

CZ 75 SP-01 PHANTOM 9 mm Luger 18 POLY – 207 114 147 37 800 SA/DA F Hammer decocking, Hammer safety notch, Firing pin block

CZ 75 SP-01 TACTICAL 9 mm Luger / .40 S&W 18 / 12 ST R 207 114 147 37 1180 SA/DA F Hammer decocking, Hammer safety notch, Firing pin block

unfailing reliability and high stabili-
ty when shooting quick shots they 
immediately scored at the Produc-
tion Division of the sport shooting 
in accordance with IPSC rules and 
at the moment these pistols clearly 
dominate in this demanding shoo-
ting discipline. 

easy. The greatest triumphs of this pistol 
so far are two World Champion titles (2005, 
2008), which were won by Team CZ Shooting 
representative Adam Tyc. This competitor 
scored to his credit also the title of the Euro-
pean Champion (2007) and two victories in 
prestigious AustralAsia Games (2004,
2007). Ranked among the leading shooters 
using “Espees”are also plenty of others such 
as Ljubiša Momčelovič, who won Production 
category in the AustralAsia IPSC Shooting 
Championship (2010) shooting his SHADOW, 
or Marian Vyšný, who using the same model 
was victorious at Production Division in Latin 
America Championship 2010. 

	 9	mm	Luger	

	 Black	polycoat,	Dual	tone	
	 (glossy	blue	slide	/	silver	polycoat	
	 frame)

CZ 75 SP-01
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CZ 75 SP-01
The safety of the handgun is provided 
by firing pin block and ambidextrous 
manual safety.

	 9	mm	Luger	

	 Black	polycoat

CZ 75 SP-01 TACTICAL
The safety of the handgun is provided by 
firing pin block and decocking lever.

	 9	mm	Luger,
	 .40	S&W	

	 Black	polycoat

CZ 75 SP-01 PHANTOM
The CZ 75 SP-01 PHANTOM is a variant 
of the CZ 75 SP-01 TACTICAL pistol. Thanks 
to its low weight achieved by the use of 
heavy-duty plastic is this handgun suitable 
for armed forces and similar service. The 
interchangeable back strap section makes 
this handgun easy to configure for any hand 
size. The pistol is further outfitted with 
decocking lever.

	 9	mm	Luger	

	 Black	polycoat
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AL – light alloy, ST – steel, POLY – polymer, SS – stainless steel / PL – plastic, R – rubber, W – wood / SA – single action, DA – double action, DAO – double action only, ADJ – adjustable, F – fixed, FSF – fixed, snag free
* without barrel ramp

CZ 75 ADAPTER KADET 2
The CZ 75 KADET CONVERSION KIT is a 
separate accessory for the CZ 75/85 pistol 
series allowing shooting with .22 LR cal. car-
tridges. The CZ 75 KADET CONVERSION KIT 
features its own sights adjustable for elevation 
and windage, so the sighting-in of the pistol is 
not affected. Likewise other typical features of
the CZ 75/85 pistol line are retained. The 
second generation of the standard Kadet con-
version kit enables this converion unit to be 
used also on the pistols of the CZ 75 SP-01 
line and the CZ 75 B Omega model.

	 .22	LR

	 Black	polycoat

The product range of the CZ 
pistols is complemented by con-
version kits designed for training 
of basic shooting skills (the CZ 
75 KADET 2 Conversion Kit for 

CZ 75 KADET 2
The CZ 75 KADET 2 in cal .22 LR is an 
excellent handgun for training or plinking, 
retaining all the characteristic features 
of the CZ 75/85 line of pistols.

	 .22	LR

	 Black	polycoat

  Model Calibre Magazine
capacity Frame Grip

panels

Overall
length
(mm)

Barrel
length *
(mm)

Height
(mm)

Width
(mm)

Weight
(g)

Trigger mecha-
nism operation Sights Safety features

CZ 75 KADET 2 .22 LR 10 ST PL 206 123,5 139 37 1080 SA/DA ADJ Manual safety, Hammer safety notch

CZ 75 ADAPTER KADET 2 .22 LR 10 – – 187 123,5 41 24 475 – ADJ -

SIMMUNITION 9 mm FX & CQT, Securi Blank 14 – – 165 92 41 25 382 – ADJ -

CZ 97 B .45 Auto 10 ST W 212 114,8 150 35 1150 SA/DA F Manual safety, Hammer safety notch, Firing pin block

CZ 97 BD .45 Auto 10 ST R 212 114,8 150 35 1150 SA/DA F Hammer decocking, Hammer safety notch, Firing pin block

rebuilding of the CZ 75/85 pistols 
for shooting with .22 LR cartridges) 
and for tactical training of armed 
and security forces (the SIMUNI-
TION Conversion Kit for rebuilding 

CONVERSIONS
KITS
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of the CZ 75/85 service compact 
models for shooting with special 
marking cartridges).



CZ 97 B
CZ 97 B is the first .45 cal. pistol made by 
CZ. It is operationally identical to the CZ 75 B 
(trigger mechanism operating in SA/DA mode, 
firing pin block, manual safety, hammer safety 
notch). The CZ 97 B has a staggered column
magazine holding 10 cartridges and loaded 
chamber indicator.

	 .45	Auto

	 Black	or	silver	polycoat,
	 Glossy	blue,	Dual	tone

SIMMUNITION
Special conversion kit for the CZ 75 D 
COMPACT intended for elite units close 
quarter combat training conducted 
at indoors environment.

	 9	mm	FX	&	CQT,	Securi	Blank

CZ 97 BD
This handgun is based on the CZ 97 B 
pistol model complemented with 
decocking lever. New feature are also 
rubber grip panels meaning a great 
improvement for a positive grip under 
adverse conditions. The CZ 97 BD pistol 
development has been pre-eminently 
specified for the service with specialized 
units in countries where .45 Auto cal. 
makes a prime choice.

	 .45	Auto	

	 Black	polycoat
* SIMUNITION ®, FX ®, CQT ® and 
 SECURIBLANK ® are registered trademarks
 of General Dynamics Ordnance and Tactical  
 Systems-Canada Inc.oat
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AL – light alloy, ST – steel, POLY – polymer, SS – stainless steel / PL – plastic, R – rubber, W – wood / SA – single action, DA – double action, DAO – double action only, ADJ – adjustable, F – fixed, FSF – fixed, snag free
* without barrel ramp

Thanks to the distinguished tech-
nical and user parameters and 
excellent accuracy are the pistols 
based on the phenomenal CZ 75 
model a perfect choice also for dif-
ferent disciplines of today’s sport 
shooting. Especially for these pur-
poses we have designed both for 
the standard models, with sporting 
particulars as applied to the CZ 75 
B SA or the CZ 85 COMBAT, and 
further more substantially modified 
models designed for different sho-

  Model Calibre Magazine
capacity Frame Grip

panels

Overall
length
(mm)

Barrel
length *
(mm)

Height
(mm)

Width
(mm)

Weight
(g)

Trigger mecha-
nism operation Sights Safety features

CZ 75 TS CZECHMATE 9 mm Luger 20 ST AL 266 130 140 62 1360 SA RDS Manual safety, Hammer safety notch

CZ 85 COMBAT 9 mm Luger 16 ST PL 206 114 138 35 1000 SA/DA ADJ Manual safety, Hammer safety notch

CZ 75 B SA 9 mm Luger 16 ST PL 206 114 138 35 1000 SA F Manual safety, Hammer safety notch, Firing pin block

CZ 75 TACTICAL SPORTS 9 mm Luger / .40 S&W 20 / 17 ST W 225 130 150 45 1270 SA F Manual safety, Hammer safety notch

oting disciplines under IPSC rules.  
The CZ 75 TACTICAL SPORTS 
very popular and successful pistol 
used in the STANDARD Division is 
newly completed with the CZ 75 
TS CZECHMATE model intended 
for OPEN Division from limited fi-
nely tuned series with which Martin 
Kameníček from Team CZ Shooting 
was victorious in the Latin America 

COMPETITION

CZ 75 TS CZECHMATE
The CZ 75 TS Czechmate in cal. 9mm Luger 
is the latest addition to the Tactical Sports 
family of pistols designed especially for sport 
shooting according to the rules of IPSC, the 
Open Division. This pistol represents an ab-
solute zenith, not only by precision of fit and 
finish, but also by a wide range of accesso-
ries available directly in its standard version. 
The handgun is custom-built, 

therefore the quality of workmanship is fully 
comparable with race pistols built directly to 
IPSC shooters wishes. Individual parts and 
components are excellently match fitted, bro-
ke-in and tested. Every handgun is outfitted 
with a four-port compensator, nut for shooting 
without a compensator, the slide stop with an 
extended finger piece, the slide stop without 
a finger piece, ergonomic grip panels from 

aluminium with a new type pitting and side 
mounting provision with the C-More red dot 
sight. For the shooting without a red dot sight 
there is included a standard target rear sight 
of Tactical Sports type, package contains 
also the front sight. The Czechmate is a real 
top among sporting handguns, now available 
for anyone interested in sport shooting.

	 9	mm	Luger	

	 Black	polycoat
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Championship (2010), AustralAsia 
Championship (2010) and Canada 
National Championship.



CZ 75 B SA
The CZ 75 B SA stems from the classical
CZ 75 B model differentiating from it by a 
single action trigger mechanism, which offers
the sport oriented shooter together with
reduced trigger pull weight also shortened 
trigger travel which makes it possible achie-
ving the best shooting results ever.

	 9	mm	Luger	

	 Black	polycoat

CZ 85 COMBAT
The CZ 85 COMBAT pistol is revamped 
version of the CZ 75 model equipped with 
ambidextrous controls. This handgun is
outfitted with adjustable sights as standard. 
The CZ 85 COMBAT is designed to be used 
at shooting competitions organized by armed 
forces, police units or law enforcement 
agencies.

	 9	mm	Luger	

	 Black	polycoat,	Silver	polycoat,
	 Glossy	blue,	Dual	tone
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CZ 75 TACTICAL SPORTS
The CZ 75 TS is built on the basis of require-
ments as proposed by members of the CZ 
Shooting Team, and for that reason it meets 
the highest demands for safety, accuracy, 
reliability and easy operation. This pistol
model incorporates features, which form prio-
rities for each action shooter. The CZ 75 TS is

factory tuned in such a way that immediately 
after taking out of the box this handgun is 
ready for competition shooting at the highest 
level. Available is a wide assortment of sport 
accessories such as aluminium grip panels, 
aluminium magazine base, extended magazi-
ne funnel, or adjustable LPA rear sight.

	 9	mm	Luger,	
	 .40	S&W

	 Dual	tone	(glossy	blue	slide/
	 silver	polycoat	frame)



TECHNICAL 
DATA
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  Model Calibre Magazine
capacity Frame Grip

panels

Overall
length
(mm)

Barrel
length *
(mm)

Height
(mm)

Width
(mm)

Weight
(g)

Trigger mecha-
nism operation Sights Safety features

CZ 2075 BD RAMI 9 mm Luger 10 (14) AL R, PL 168 74,6 120 32 695 SA/DA FSF Hammer decocking, Hammer safety notch, Firing pin block

CZ 2075 RAMI 9 mm Luger / .40 S&W 10 (14) /8 (10) AL R, PL 168 74,6 120 32 695 SA/DA FSF Manual safety, Hammer safety notch, Firing pin block

CZ 92 6.35 mm Browning 8 AL PL 126 64 94.5 24 310 DAO – Magazine safety

CZ 75 P-07 DUTY 9 mm Luger / 9 mm Browning / 9x21 / .40 S&W 16 / 15 / 16 / 12 POLY – 185 95 130 37 770 SA/DA F Hammer decocking or Manual safety, Hammer safety 
notch, Firing pin block

CZ 75 D COMPACT 9 mm Luger 14 (16) AL R, PL 184 92,5 128 35 800 SA/DA FSF Hammer decocking, Hammer safety notch, Firing pin 
block

CZ 75 P-06 .40 S&W 10 AL R 184 92,5 128 35 800 SA/DA F Hammer decocking, Hammer safety notch, Firing pin 
block

CZ 75 D COMPACT (CZ 75 P-01) 9 mm Luger 14 (16) AL R 184 92,5 128 35 800 SA/DA F Hammer decocking, Hammer safety notch, Firing pin 
block

CZ 83 7.65 mm Browning / 9 mm Browning 
9 mm Makarov / 9 mm P.A. Rubber

15 / 12
12 / 12 ST PL 172 97 127 36 750

800 SA/DA F Manual safety, Hammer offset

CZ 75 B Ω 9 mm Luger 16 ST PL 206 114 138 35 1000 SA/DA F Manual safety, Hammer safety notch, Firing pin block

CZ 75 B 9 mm Luger / 9 x 21 / .40 S&W 16 / 16 / 10 ST PL 206 114 138 35 1000 SA/DA F Manual safety, Hammer safety notch, Firing pin block

CZ 75 BD POLICE 9 mm Luger 16 ST PL 206 114 138 35 1000 SA/DA F Hammer decocking, Hammer safety notch, Firing pin 
block, Loaded chamber indicator

CZ 75 B STAINLESS 9 mm Luger 16 SS R 206 114 138 35 1050 SA/DA F Manual safety, Hammer safety notch, Firing pin block

CZ 75 B NEW EDITION 9 mm Luger 16 SS R 206 114 138 35 1050 SA/DA F Manual safety, Hammer safety notch, Firing pin block

CZ 85 B 9 mm Luger / 9x21 16 / 16 ST PL 206 114 138 38 1000 SA/DA F Manual safety, Hammer safety notch, Firing pin block

AL – light alloy, ST – steel, POLY – polymer, SS – stainless steel / PL – plastic, R – rubber, W – wood / SA – single action, DA – double action, DAO – double action only, ADJ – adjustable, F – fixed, FSF – fixed, snag free
* without barrel ramp

Safety Stop on the Hammer - A half-cock safety notch on the hammer so as to prevent it from striking the firing pin when the hammer is manually cocked and a thumb could slip. 
Firing Pin Safety - The firing pin safety keeps the firing pin blocked until the trigger is pulled. This safety device minimises the risk of accidental discharge through mishandling such as when a loaded pistol is dropped. 
Decocking - Serves for the lowering of the hammer from the cocked position to the hammer safety notch. There is no necessity to manipulate the trigger and hammer manually. When the hammer is decocked, the pistol is safe for all normal handling and yet is 
ready for immediate use. 
Manual safety - Manual safety is applied by the user when putting the firearm on safe. 
Magazine safety - Blocks the trigger mechanism unless the magazine is inserted into pistol frame.
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  Model Calibre Magazine
capacity Frame Grip

panels

Overall
length
(mm)

Barrel
length *
(mm)

Height
(mm)

Width
(mm)

Weight
(g)

Trigger mecha-
nism operation Sights Safety features

CZ 75 SP-01 SHADOW 9 mm Luger 18 ST R 207 114 147 37 1180 SA/DA F Manual safety, Hammer safety notch

CZ 75 SP-01 9 mm Luger 18 ST R 207 114 147 37 1180 SA/DA F Manual safety, Hammer safety notch, Firing pin block

CZ 75 SP-01 PHANTOM 9 mm Luger 18 POLY – 207 114 147 37 800 SA/DA F Hammer decocking, Hammer safety notch, Firing pin block

CZ 75 SP-01 TACTICAL 9 mm Luger / .40 S&W 18 / 12 ST R 207 114 147 37 1180 SA/DA F Hammer decocking, Hammer safety notch, Firing pin block

CZ 75 KADET 2 .22 LR 10 ST PL 206 123,5 139 37 1080 SA/DA ADJ Manual safety, Hammer safety notch

CZ 75 ADAPTER KADET 2 .22 LR 10 – – 187 123,5 41 24 475 – ADJ -

SIMMUNITION 9 mm FX & CQT, Securi Blank 14 – – 165 92 41 25 382 – ADJ -

CZ 97 B .45 Auto 10 ST W 212 114,8 150 35 1150 SA/DA F Manual safety, Hammer safety notch, Firing pin block

CZ 97 BD .45 Auto 10 ST R 212 114,8 150 35 1150 SA/DA F Hammer decocking, Hammer safety notch, Firing pin block

CZ 75 TS CZECHMATE 9 mm Luger 20 ST AL 266 130 140 62 1360 SA RDS Manual safety, Hammer safety notch

CZ 85 COMBAT 9 mm Luger 16 ST PL 206 114 138 35 1000 SA/DA ADJ Manual safety, Hammer safety notch

CZ 75 B SA 9 mm Luger 16 ST PL 206 114 138 35 1000 SA F Manual safety, Hammer safety notch, Firing pin block

CZ 75 TACTICAL SPORTS 9 mm Luger / .40 S&W 20 / 17 ST W 225 130 150 45 1270 SA F Manual safety, Hammer safety notch

AL – light alloy, ST – steel, POLY – polymer, SS – stainless steel / PL – plastic, R – rubber, W – wood / SA – single action, DA – double action, DAO – double action only, ADJ – adjustable, F – fixed, FSF – fixed, snag free
* without barrel ramp

Safety Stop on the Hammer - A half-cock safety notch on the hammer so as to prevent it from striking the firing pin when the hammer is manually cocked and a thumb could slip. 
Firing Pin Safety - The firing pin safety keeps the firing pin blocked until the trigger is pulled. This safety device minimises the risk of accidental discharge through mishandling such as when a loaded pistol is dropped. 
Decocking - Serves for the lowering of the hammer from the cocked position to the hammer safety notch. There is no necessity to manipulate the trigger and hammer manually. When the hammer is decocked, the pistol is safe for all normal handling and yet is 
ready for immediate use. 
Manual safety - Manual safety is applied by the user when putting the firearm on safe. 
Magazine safety - Blocks the trigger mechanism unless the magazine is inserted into pistol frame.



AL – light alloy, ST – steel, POLY – polymer, SS – stainless steel / PL – plastic, R – rubber, W – wood / SA – single action, DA – double action, DAO – double action only, ADJ – adjustable, F – fixed, FSF – fixed, snag free

The Dan Wesson pistols are mo-
dern stainless steel clones of the 
legendary Colt M1911 pistol, spe-
cifically of the Series 70 M1911A1. 
As such, they are a conventional 
Browning-type locked breech 
design with two locking lugs on the 
upper part of the barrel just ahead 

DW GUARDIAN
The Dan Wesson Guardian is back, but 
now in 9 mm. This new model combines the 
best features from two most popular models 
made by Dan Wesson. The new Guardian 
has the alloy frame, makes it light enough 
for comfortable full time carry. The length 
of the slide gives to this model just the right 
feel and balance. The Guardian wears the 
handsome and durable anodized finish from 
Dan Wesson.

	 9	mm	Luger	

	 Anodized

  Model Calibre Magazine
capacity Frame Grip

panels

Overall
length
(mm)

Barrel
length 
(mm)

Height
(mm)

Width
(mm)

Weight
(g)

Trigger mecha-
nism operation Sights Safety features

DW GUARDIAN 9 mm Luger 9 AL W 201 108 135 36 820 SA F Manual safety, Grip safety

DW VALOR .45 ACP 8 SS G-10 218 127 135 36 1077 SA F Manual safety, Grip safety

DW V-BOB .45 ACP 8 SS G-10 203 109 135 36 1000 SA F Manual safety, Grip safety

DAN WESSON of the chamber, with the short 
recoil of the barrel being controlled 
by the tilting link held by the slide 
stop pin under the chamber.
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DW V-BOB
The immensely popular Dan Wesson Bobtail 
Commander in .45 ACP with its unmista-
kable shape is now under the DW V-BOB 
designation available in the Valor series. 
For the new V-BOB version, which is made 
from stainless steel having characteristic 
very hard-wearing „Duty“ surface treatment 
executed either in black or a matte stainless 
finish. The grip’s front and back straps 
feature 25 LPI checkering. This handgun 
uses Heinie Ledge Straight Eight sights with 
two illuminated dots, a slim line G-10 grips 
made from advanced material and many 
other premium components. The DW V-BOB 
represents in all aspects a perfect and utterly 
modern variant to the undying Colt M1911 
A1 model and ranks among the absolute top 
in today’s market.

	 .45	ACP	

	 Stainless	steel,	Black	nitriding
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DW VALOR
The Valor is a base stainless 1911 with our new 
matte or black finish. No polymer based finish 
can compare. Other features include forged 
frame with 25 LPI checkering and undercut 
trigger guard, Heinie Ledge Tritium night fixed 
sight, and Slim line VZ grips as well as all the 
other premium small parts you have come to 
expect from Dan Wesson.

	 .45	ACP	

	 Stainless	steel,	Black	nitriding



W - walnut, B - beech, P - plastic, L - laminated wood, K - Kevlar / DM - detachable magazine, FM - fixed magazine / ADJ - adjustable, SST - single set trigger, NON ADJ - non-adjustable / F - fixed, ADJ - adjustable / HF - hammer forged, BR - broached, 
* chrome lined barrel bore64
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CZ SCORPION EVO 3 S1
The CZ SCORPION EVO 3 S1 is solely semi-
auto variant of the next generation of sub-
machine guns made by CZ. The S1 version 
differs from the A1 model as the S1 version is 
disabled for full-auto mode and its selector/
safety has only two positions: Safe and Fire - 
shooting in single shots. In all other aspects 
the S1 model retains superb properties in 
ergonomics and shooting performance of 
its service predecessor thus representing 
a perfect weapon for modern and dynamic 
disciplines in sport shooting.

	 9	mm	Luger	

	 Synthetic

Due to common design specificati-
on with top automatic weapons the 
meeting of the most demanding 
standards for service is assigned 
also for these solely self-loading 
sporting rifles and carbines of the 
CZ brand which are characteri-
zed by high accuracy even when 

SPORTING RIFLES 
AND CARBINES

shooting in rapid fire, easy control, 
exceptional durability and service 
life high above common standard. 
This all makes them an ideal choi-
ce for modern shooting disciplines 
and in case of some models even 
for hunting.

Model Calibre Magazine
type

Magazine
capacity Trigger Sights Overall length

(mm)
Barrel length
(mm) Height (mm) Width (mm) Weight (g) Barrel

CZ SCORPION EVO 3 A1 9 mm Luger DM 30 NON ADJ ADJ 410/660 196 240 97/60 2770 HF

CZ SKORPION 61 S 7.65 mm Browning DM 10 NON ADJ F 270 115 152 43 1280 HF

CZ 858 TACTICAL 7.62x39 DM 30 NON ADJ F 845 390 255 57 2910 BR*

CZ 858 TACTICAL 7.62x39 DM 30 NON ADJ F 845/636 390 255 57 2910 BR*



CZ 858 TACTICAL
The CZ 858 cal. 7.69 x 39 mm is a semi-
automatic rifle designed for sport shooting. 
The weapon comes with two magazines and 
cleaning kit. The rifle with fixed wood stock 
version. Comes in version with folding or fixed 
stock.

	 7.62x39	

	 Black	polycoat

CZ 858 TACTICAL
The CZ 858 with accessories.

	 7.62x39	

	 Black	polycoat

model simple and reliable in operation with 
high accuracy of fire up to 150 m (164 yd). 
Further properties include simple disassem-
bly, exceptional durability, and long service 
life of all major parts. The Skorpion in semi-
automatic version makes a perfect choice 
for variety of sport shooting disciplines and 
can be effectively used also for life, health or 
property protection.

	 7.65	mm	Browning	

	 Black	polycoat
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CZ SKORPION 61 S
This much admired submachine gun from 
Uherský Brod vz. 61 Skorpion, the original 
compact automatic weapon in 7.65 mm 
Browning (.32 ACP) comes to be offered in 
solely semi-automatic version. This model 
of Skorpion is modified by Česká zbrojovka 
from basic fully automatic version by ren-
dering a complete deactivation of its burst 
shooting mode; left-sided selector, which 
at the same time serves as manual safety 
has only two positions; one for safe and 
the other for single shots mode of fire. In all 
other aspects this weapon retains technical 
parameters and excellent properties of 
the original version. This makes presented 



Sets of spare parts for the CZ 75 SP-01 or CZ 75 SP-01 Shadow.
Set includes (according to handgun model):

Česká zbrojovka knows very well 
that customers expect from this 
company not only firearms of out-
standing quality, but at the same 
time they want to have a wide 
selection of various accessories 
designed specifically for their long 
gun or handgun.

Applying careful selection we have 
hand-picked the whole range of 
top-class accessories, which were 
duly tested in connection with fire-
arms we produce so the resulting 
integration is in all respects the 
most suitable. 

www.shop-cz.com
Since 1st February 2011 our customers have a new 
choice represented by innovated E-shop. New, yet proven 
electronic shop design reflects Česká zbrojovka colours. 
This E-shop is furnished with a host of new features such 
as display of alternative products, display of related 
products or accessories, support of any number of goods 
parameters, enabling both search and classification.

ACCESORIES
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.01

.01 273199000313*
	 HOGUE	rubber	grip	(CZ	75/85)

.02 0421-0430-45
	 Rubber	grip	-	right-hand	(CZ	75/85)

 0421-0440-45
	 Rubber	grip	-	left-hand	(CZ	75/85)

.03 0431-0430-45
	 Rubber	grip	-	right-hand	(CZ	75	D	Compact)

 0431-0440-45
	 Rubber	grip	-	left-hand	(CZ	75	D	Compact)

.04 1091-1075
	 Rubber	grip	-	red	(CZ	75)

 1091-1076
	 Rubber	grip	-	blue	(CZ	75)

 1091-1077
	 Rubber	grip	-	red	(CZ	75	D	Compact)

 1091-1078
	 Rubber	grip	-	blue	(CZ	75	D	Compact)

.05 1091-0479
	 Lasergrip	(CZ	75)

 1091-0480
	 Lasergrip	(CZ	75	D	Compact)

.06 1091-1135
	 Wooden	grips	(CZ	75	D	Compact)

.07 1091-2150
	 Wooden	grips	(CZ	75)		

 *On a special order

.02

.03

.04

.05

.06

.07

.08

.09

.10

.08 1091-1186
	 Aluminium	grip	panel	long	smooth	
	 (CZ	75	D	COMPACT)

 1091-1188
	 Aluminium	grip	panel	long	smooth	
	 (CZ	75	D	COMPACT)	all	in	red,	silver,	blue	and	
	 black	colour

.09 1091-1182
	 Aluminium	short	panel	checkered	(CZ	75	TS)	
	 /for	Martin	Kamenicek	model/

 1091-1184
	 Aluminium	grip	panel	long	smooth	(CZ	97)

.10 1091-1180
	 Aluminium	grip	panel	long	checkered	
	 (CZ	75,	SP-01,	SHADOW)

 1091-1181
	 Aluminium	grip	panel	long	wide	checkered
	 (CZ	75,	SP-01,	SHADOW)	/for	Adam	Tyc	model/

  1091-1185
	 Aluminium	grip	panel	long	checkered	(CZ	97)

 1091-1187
	 Aluminium	grip	panel	long	checkered	
	 (CZ	75	D	COMPACT)

 Aluminium grips are available in silver, 
 red, blue and black colours.
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For the extensive range of accessories please visit our webshop at www.shop-cz.com.



.11 1091-1229
	 Front	sight	with	white	dot	-	5.5	mm	
	 (CZ	75	P-07	DUTY)	

 1091-1228
	 Front	sight	with	white	dot	-	5.75	mm	
	 (CZ	75	P-07	DUTY)

 1091-1227
	 Front	sight	with	white	dot	-	6	mm	
	 (CZ	75	P-07	DUTY)

.12 1091-1230
	 Rear	sight	DEFENDER	with	white	dots	
	 (CZ	75	P-07	DUTY)

 1091-1226
	 Front	sight	with	white	dot	-	8	mm	
	 (CZ	75	P-07	DUTY)	/suitable	in	combination	
	 with	adjustable	rear	sight	LPA/

.13 1081-0001
	 Adjustable	rear	sight	LPA	(CZ	75,	CZ	83,	
	 CZ	85,	CZ	97)

 545241000042
	 Adjustable	rear	sight	(CZ	75	RAMI)

.14 545900000104
	 Metal	tritium	sights,	size	#	4		
	 (CZ	75,	CZ	83,	CZ	85,	CZ	97)

 545900000105
	 Metal	tritium	sights,	size	#	5		
	 (CZ	75,	CZ	83,	CZ	85,	CZ	97)

 545900000116
	 Metal	tritium	sights,	size	#	6		
	 (CZ	75,	CZ	83,	CZ	85,	CZ	97)

.15 1091-1194
	 Rear	sight	with	fibre	optics,	height	7.3	mm	
	 (CZ	75	P-07	DUTy)

 1091-1200
	 Rear	sight	with	fibre	optics,	height	10	mm	
	 (CZ	75	SP-01	SHADOW)

 1091-1197
	 Rear	sight	with	fibre	optics,	height	8.3	mm	
	 (CZ	75,	CZ	85	B,	CZ	75	SP-01)

.16 1091-1209
	 Metal	front	sight,	height	6	mm	
	 (CZ	75	P-07	DUTY)

 1091-1212
	 Metal	front	sight,	height	7.5	mm	
	 (CZ	75	P-07	DUTY)

 1091-1222
	 Metal	front	sight,	height	6	mm	(CZ	75,	CZ	85,	
	 CZ	75	SP-01)

 1091-1223
	 Metal	front	sight,	height	7.5	mm	(CZ	75,	CZ	85,	
	 CZ	75	SP-01)

.17 0711-0629-01
	 Plastic	tritium	sights,	size	#	1
	 (CZ	75	P-07	DUTY)

 0711-0629-02
	 Plastic	tritium	sights,	size	#	2
	 (CZ	75	P-07	DUTY)

 0711-0629-03
	 Plastic	tritium	sights,	size	#	3	
	 (CZ	75	P-07	DUTY)

 0711-0629-04
	 Plastic	tritium	sights,	size	#	4		
	 (CZ	75	P-07	DUTY)

.18 1091-1193
	 Rear	sight	TARGET,	height	7.3	mm	
	 (CZ	75	P-07	DUTY)

 1091-1198
	 Rear	sight	TARGET,	height	10	mm	
	 (CZ	75	SP-01	SHADOW)

 1091-1195
	 Rear	sight	TARGET,	height	8.3	mm	(CZ	75,	
	 CZ	85	B,	CZ	75	SP-01)

.19 1091-1192
	 Metal	tactical	rear	sight	DEFENDER,	
	 height	7.3	mm	(CZ	75	P-07	DUTY)

 1091-1199
	 Metal	tactical	rear	sight	DEFENDER,	
	 height	10	mm	(CZ	75	SP-01	SHADOW)

 1091-1196
	 Metal	tactical	rear	sight	DEFENDER,	
	 height	8.3	mm	(CZ	75,	CZ	85	B,	CZ	75	SP-01)

.20 1091-1205
	 Front	sight	with	fibre	optics	-	1	mm	x	5.25	mm	
	 (CZ	75	P-07	DUTY)

 1091-1206
	 Front	sight	with	fibre	optics	
	 -	1.5	mm	x	5.25	mm	(CZ	75	P-07	DUTY)

 1091-1220
	 Front	sight	with	fibre	optics	
	 -	1	mm	x	5.75	mm	(CZ	75,	CZ	85,	
	 CZ	75	SP-01)

 1091-1221
	 Front	sight	with	fibre	optics	
	 -	1.5	mm	x	5.75	mm	(CZ	75,	CZ	85,	
	 CZ	75	SP-01)

 1091-1157
	 Front	sight	with	fibre	optics	-	1	mm	x	6.5	mm	
	 (CZ	75,	CZ	83,	CZ	85,	CZ	97)

 1091-1162
	 Front	sight	with	fibre	optics	-	1.5	mm	x	6.5	mm	
	 (CZ	75,	CZ	83,	CZ	85,	CZ	97)

.21 3194-0207
	 Tactical	light	-	M3X

.22 3194-0209
	 Tactical	light	with	laser	-	M6X

.23 3194-0027
	 Red	dot	Sight	Mikropoint

.12

.13

.15

.16

.20

.18
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.11

.22

.21

.14

.17

.19

.23



.34 5273-1051-4009ND
	 5	round	magazine	for	cal.	.222	Rem.	(CZ	527)

 5273-1051-6409ND
	 5	round	magazine	for	cal.	.223	Rem.	(CZ	527)

 5273-1052-43ND
	 5	round	magazine	for	cal.	.22	Hornet	(CZ	527)

 5273-1051-3909ND
	 5	round	magazine	for	cal.	.204	Rugger	(CZ	527)

.35 5133-1200-02ND
	 10	round	plastic	magazine	for	cal.	.22	LR	
	 (CZ	452/453/455/512/513)

 5133-1001-8820ND
	 5	round	metal	magazine	for	cal.	.22	WMR	
	 and	.17	HMR	(CZ	452/453/455/512/513)

 5133-1200-01ND
	 5	round	metal	magazine	for	cal.	.22	LR	
	 (CZ	511)

.36 5133-1000-02ND
	 5	round	plastic	magazine	for	cal.	.22	LR	
	 (CZ	452/453/455/512/513)

 5133-1000-01ND
	 5	round	metal	magazine	for	cal.	.22	LR	
	 (CZ	452/453/455/512/513)

	 5133-1200-8822ND
	 10	round	plastic	magazine	for	cal	.22	WMR
	 and	.17	HMR	(CZ	452/453/455/512/513)

.30 0442-0710-12ND
	 10	round	magazine	for	cal.	.22	LR	
	 (CZ	75	Kadet	/	Kadet	2)

.31 0642-0710-02ND
	 14	round	magazine	for	cal.	9	mm	Luger	
	 (CZ	2075	RAMI)

 0642-0710-1601
	 8	round	magazine	for	cal.	.40	S&W	
	 (CZ	2075	RAMI)

 0642-0710-1612
	 10	round	magazine	for	cal.	.40	S&W	(CZ	75	B)

 545900000090
	 14	round	magazine	for	cal.	9	mm	Luger	
	 (CZ	75	Compact,	CZ	75	D	Compact)

 0422-0710-19ND
	 18	round	magazine	for	cal.	9	mm	Luger	
	 (CZ	75	SP-01)

 0472-3710-0706ND
	 20	round	magazine	for	cal.	9	mm	Luger	
	 (CZ	75	TS)

.32 545900001027
	 16	round	magazine	for	cal.	9	mm	Luger	
	 (CZ	75	P-07	DUTY)

.33 5372-0651-5364ND
	 4	round	magazine	for	cal.	.308	Win.	
	 a	.243	Win.	(CZ	550)

 5552-2650-3801ND
	 3	round	magazine	for	cal.	7x64	(CZ	550)

 5502-0650-6592ND
	 3	round	magazine	for	cal.	.300	Win.Mag.	
	 (CZ	550)

 5502-1700-5326ND
	 10	round	magazine	for	cal.	.308	win.	
	 a	.243	Win.	(CZ	750)

 
	 	

.24 1091-1154
	 Combat	hammer	SA/DA	(CZ	75	SP-01)

.25 1091-1155
	 Combat	hammer	SA	(CZ	75	TS)

.26 1091-1147
	 Magazine	funnel	(CZ	75)

 1091-1148
	 Magazine	funnel	(CZ	75	TS)

.27 1091-1149
	 Trigger	(CZ	75	TS)

 1091-1164
	 Magazine	bottom	(CZ	75)

 1091-1165
	 Magazine	bottom	(CZ	75	TS)

.28 1091-1189
	 Magazine	bottom	(CZ	75	P-07	DUTY)

.29 0421-3780-06
	 Rubber	magazine	bottom

.24

.25

.26

.27

.28

.29

.30

.31

.32

.33

.34

.35
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For the extensive range of accessories please visit our webshop at www.shop-cz.com.



*On a special order

*On a special order

1070-8021/1070-8022 1070-8023/1070-8024 1070-8025/1070-8026

1070-1110(1)

6593-1000-01
6593-2000-01 
6593-3000-01
6593-5000-01 
6593-6000-01
6593-7000-01

1070-4212

1070-1220(1) 1070-3110(1) 1070-4220(1)

1070-1120(1) 1070-1130(1)1070-1230(1)

1070-1240(1) 1070-1250(1)1070-4110(1)

6693-1000-01ND
6693-5000-01ND

6693-2000-01ND
6693-6000-01ND

6693-3000-01ND
6693-7000-01ND

MOUNTS BY CZ •	adjusted	alignment	of	optics	with	the	barrel	bore

•	made	from	the	high-strength	steel	material	with	
	 extra-strong	screws

•	 light	two-piece	construction

•	mount	design	and	fabrication	makes	them	ideal	
	 to	be	installed	on	the	CZ	rifles

•	made	by	CZ	
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 25,4 mm  30 mm single
piece two-piece see-thru pivot enlarged dovetail

(mm)

1070-1110 1070-1111 • CZ 550 18,6

1070-1120 1070-1121 • • CZ 550 18,6

1070-1130 1070-1131 • • CZ 550 18,6

1070-1220 1070-1221 • • CZ 550 18,6

1070-1230 1070-1231 • • CZ 550 18,6

1070-1240 1070-1241 • • CZ 550 18,6

1070-1250 1070-1251 • • • CZ 550 18,6

6693-1000-01ND 6693-5000-01ND • CZ 550 18,6

1070-3110 1070-3111 • CZ 527 16,1

6693-2000-01ND 6693-6000-01ND • CZ 527 16,1

1070-4110 1070-4111 • CZ 452 11,1

1070-4220 1070-4221 • • CZ 452 11,1

6693-3000-01ND 6693-7000-01ND • CZ 452 11,1

1070-4212 • CZ 452 American 12,7

6593-3000-01* 6593-7000-01* • ZKM 452 11,1

6593-2000-01* 6593-6000-01* • CZ 527 16,1

6593-1000-01* 6593-5000-01* • CZ 550 18,6

 25,4 mm  30 mm one-piece one-piece
quick-clamp

one-piece
Weaver rail

1070-8021 1070-8022 • BO 802

1070-8023 1070-8024 • BO 802

1070-8025 1070-8026 • Brno Effect

1070-8027* • BO 802



 3197-0009
	 Scope	CZ	4-16x50AOE,	reticule	R5

 3197-0011
	 Scope	CZ	4-16x50AOE,	reticule	R19

 3197-0012
	 Scope	CZ	7x50,	reticule	R2

 3197-0013
	 Scope	CZ	7x50E,	reticule	R5

 3197-0014
	 Scope	CZ	7x50E,	reticule	R12

 3197-0015
	 Scope	CZ	3-12x50,	reticule	R2

 3197-0016
	 Scope	CZ	3-12x50E,	reticule	R5

.37 3197-0017
	 Scope	CZ	3-12x50E,	reticule	R20

 3197-0018
	 Scope	CZ	3-9x40,	reticule	R4

 3197-0019
	 Scope	CZ	3-9x40E,	reticule	R5

 3197-0020
	 Scope	CZ	3-7x20,	reticule	R4

 3197-0021
	 Scope	CZ	4x20,	reticule	R18

.38 3197-0022
	 Scope	CZ	6-24x50E-SF,	reticule	R19

.39 3197-0028
	 Scope	3-12x56E.	reticule	R12

.40 3197-0029
	 Scope	1-4x26	E	-	Point

.41 3197-0030
	 Scope	1,25-6x42E.	reticule	R12

.42 3197-0031
	 Scope	10-40x44	E	SF.	reticule	R19

.43 3197-0032
	 Scope	10-40x50E	SF.	reticule	R19

.44 3194-0028
	 Rangefinder	6x25

.45 3162-0056
Aluminium	body	7x50	binocular	with	
rubber-coated	grip	surfaces

 5120-0030
	 Nylon	bag	for	rifle	(120x28)

 5120-0013
	 Nylon	bag	for	long	gun	(122x22)

.46 5117-0023*
	 Aluminium	case	for	CZ	750	(133x37)

.47 5125-0506
	 Tactical	bag	for	CZ	750
	 sniper	TPO-05	-	camouflage

 5125-0505
	 Tactical	bag	for	CZ	750	sniper	TPO-05	-	olive

 5125-0507*
	 Tactical	bag	for	CZ	750
	 sniper	TPO-05	-	black

.48 5117-0012
	 Explorer	90	plastic	case
	 for	CZ	750	-	olive

.49 5117-0013*
	 Explorer	90	plastic	case
	 for	CZ	750	-	black

 5125-0720
	 Nylon	rifle/shotgun	bag	-	dark	green

.50 5125-0721
	 Nylon/leather	rifle/shotgun	bag	-	grey

 5125-0722
	 Nylon/leather	rifle/shotgun	bag	-	brown

.51 5125-0723
	 Nylon/leather	rifle/shotgun	bag	-	camouflage

 5125-0724
	 Nylon/leather	rifle/shotgun	bag	-	grey

 5125-0725
	 Nylon/leather	rifle/shotgun	bag	-	grey/red

 5125-0726
	 Nylon/leather	rifle/shotgun	bag	-	red

 *On a special order

.39

.40

.41

.42

.43

.37

.38

.44

.46

.51

.47

.48

.49
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For the extensive range of accessories please visit our webshop at www.shop-cz.com.



.52

.53

.54

.55

MAGAZINE POUCHES 
FOR PISTOLS OF THE 
CZ 75 P-07 DUTY

All-plastic holsters by CZ mean a great progress in the field of accessories for the firearms of the CZ brand. Thanks 
to the modular design it is possible to make up to 108 combinations of attachments and retention mechanisms in 
three bodies of different length (S, M, L), which can be easily set both for right and left side thereby ranking itself 
outright among the most universal carry systems. Configuration modifications can be easily carried out using 
included Allen wrench and package of alternative members. Carrying system is available in version designed for 
the new CZ 75 P-07 DUTY pistol. 

Magazine pouches can be used for pistols models such as CZ 75 P-07 DUTY, CZ 75, CZ 75 SP-01 and CZ 75 TS. 
Listed pouches cannot be used for the CZ 97, CZ 92 and CZ 83. Retention strap can be used only for 16 round 
(9x19) magazines and 12 round .40S&W) magazines and those with lower capacity. For magazines holding 18 
rounds (such as for the CZ 75 SP-01 Shadow) we recommend using open pouches.

ALL-PLASTIC 
HOLSTERS BY CZ

HOLSTER FOR THE CZ 75 P-07 
DUTY WITH „S“ BODY

HOLSTER FOR THE CZ 75 P-07 
DUTY WIT H „L“ BODY
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.52 5125-0350
	 Open	magazine	pouch	with	clip

 5125-0351
	 Magazine	pouch	with	clip	and	retention	strap

 5125-0352
	 Magazine	pouch	with	belt	attachment	and		
	 retention	strap

 5125-0353
	 Magazine	pouch	with	paddle	and	retention	strap	

.53 5125-0354
	 Double	magazine	pouch	with	clip	and	retention		
	 straps

 5125-0355
	 Double	magazine	pouch	with	belt	attachment
	 and	retention	straps

 5125-0356
	 Double	magazine	pouch	with	paddle	and		
	 retention	straps

 5125-0320
	 Holster	of	the	„S“	type	with	clip	and	two		
	 independent	retention	members

 5125-0321
	 Holster	of	the	“S“	type	with	belt	attachment	
	 and	two	independent	retention	members

 5125-0322
	 Holster	of	the	“S“	type	with	clip,	independent		
	 and	pressure	retention

.54 5125-0323
	 Holster	of	the	“S“	type	with	belt	attachment,
	 independent	and	pressure	retention

 5125-0324
	 Holster	of	the	“S“	type	with	paddle	and	two		
	 independent	retention	members	

 5125-0325
	 Holster	of	the	“S“	type	with	paddle,	
	 self-tightening	retention	and	pressure	retention		
	 member

HOLSTER FOR THE CZ 75 P-07 
DUTY WIT H „M“ BODY

 5125-0330
	 Holster	of	the	„M“	type	with	clip	and	two		
	 independent	retention	members

 5125-0331
	 Holster	of	the	“M“	type	with	belt	attachment		
	 and	two	independent	retention	members

 5125-0332
	 Holster	of	the	“M“	type	with	paddle
	 and	two	independent	retention	members

 5125-0333
	 Holster	of	the	“M“	type	with	clip,	independent		
	 retention	member	and	pressure	retention

 5125-0334
	 Holster	of	the	“M“	type	with	belt	attachment,		
	 independent	retention	member	and	pressure		
	 retention

 5125-0335
	 Holster	of	the	“M“	type	with	paddle,	
	 independent	retention	member	and	pressure	
	 retention

 5125-0336
	 Holster	of	the	“M“	type	with	belt	attachment,		
	 pressure	retention	and	pressure	retention	with		
	 grip	spot

.55 5125-0337
	 Holster	of	the	“M“	type	with	paddle,	pressure
	 retention	and	pressure	retention	with	grip	spot

 5125-0338
	 Holster	of	the	“M“	type	with	lowered		
	 attachment,	self-tightening	retention	and		
	 pressure	retention	member

 5125-0339
	 Holster	of	the	“M“	type	with	lowered		
	 attachment,	self-tightening	retention	and		
	 pressure	retention	member	with	grip	spot

 5125-0340
	 Holster	of	the	“L“	type	with	belt	attachment	
	 and	two	self-tightening	retention	members

 5125-0341
	 Holster	of	the	“L“	type	with	paddle	and	two
	 self-tightening	retention	members

 5125-0342
	 Holster	of	the	“L“	type	with	belt	attachment,
	 self-tightening	retention	and	pressure	retention		
	 member

 5125-0343
	 Holster	of	the	“L“	type	with	paddle,	
	 self-tightening	retention	and	pressure	retention		
	 member

.56 5125-0344
	 Holster	of	the	“L“	type	with	belt	attachment,		
	 pressure	retention	and	pressure	retention		
	 member	with	grip	spot

.57 5125-0345
	 Holster	of	the	“L“	type	with	paddle,	pressure		
	 retention	and	pressure	retention	member	with		
	 grip	spot

 5125-0346
	 Holster	of	the	“L“	type	with	lowered	attachment,
	 self-tightening	retention	and	pressure		
	 retention	member

 5125-0347
	 Holster	of	the	“L“	type	with	lowered	attachment,
	 self-tightening	retention	and	pressure	retention		
	 member	with	grip	spot

.56

.57



.63

.62

.61

 5125-0418
	 Magazine	pouch	with	clip

 5125-0419
	 Magazine	pouch	with	belt	attachment	

 5125-0420
	 Magazine	pouch	with	paddle

 5125-0421
	 Magazine	pouch	with	clip	and	flap		

 5125-0422
	 Magazine	pouch	with	belt	mounting	and	flap	

 5125-0423
	 Magazine	pouch	with	paddle	and	flap		

 5125-0424
	 Double	magazine	pouch	with	clip

 5125-0425
	 Double	magazine	pouch	with	belt	mounting		

 5125-0426
	 Double	magazine	pouch	with	paddle	

.60 5125-0427
	 Double	magazine	pouch	with	clip	and	flap		

 5125-0428
	 Double	magazine	pouch	with	belt	mounting	
	 and	flap

 5125-0429
	 Double	magazine	pouch	with	paddle	and	flap		

 5125-0430
	 Double	magazine	pouch	with	two	clips	and	flap		

MAGAZINE POUCHES FOR 
PISTOLS OF THE SP-01 SERIES

 5125-0410
	 L-type	holster	with	belt	attachment	and	
	 self-tightening	retention		

 5125-0411
	 L-type	holster	with	paddle	and	self-tightening	
	 retentions

 5125-0412
	 L-type	holster	with	belt	mounting,	
	 self-tightening	and	trigger	finger	retention

 5125-0413
	 L-type	holster	with	paddle,	self-tightening	
	 and	trigger	finger	retention

 5125-0414
	 L-type	holster	with	belt	mounting,	trigger	
	 finger	and	thumb	retention	

 5125-0415
	 L-type	holster	with	paddle,	trigger	finger	
	 and	thumb	retention

.59 5125-0416
	 L-type	holster	with	lowered	mounting,	
	 self-tightening	and	trigger	finger	retention	

 5125-0417
	 L-type	holster	with	lowered	mounting,	
	 trigger	finger	and	thumb	retention	

.58 5125-0433
	 L-type	holster,	thigh

HOLSTERS FOR PISTOLS 
OF THE SP-01 SERIES WITH 
„L“ BODY
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.61 5125-0300
	 CZ	75	-	paddle	belt	holster	made	of	durable		
	 plastic	(CZ	75)

 5125-0307
	 CZ	75	D	-	paddle	belt	holster	made	of	durable
	 plastic	(CZ	75	D	Compact,	CZ	75	SP-01)

 5125-0306
	 CZ	75	RT	-	paddle	belt	holster	made	of	durable
	 plastic,	rotating	(CZ	75)

 5125-0313
	 CZ	75	D	RT	-	paddle	belt	holster	made	
	 of	durable	plastic,	rotating	(CZ	75	D	Compact,		
	 CZ	75	SP-01)

.62 5125-0301
	 CZ	75	BH	-	belt	holster	made	of	durable	plastic		
	 with	a	loop	-	5	cm	(CZ	75)

 5125-0308
	 CZ	75	D	HP	-	belt	holster	made	of	durable		
	 plastic	with	a	loop	-	5	cm	(CZ	75	D	Compact,		
	 CZ	75	SP-01)

 5125-0303
	 CZ	75	BHP	-	police	belt	holster	made	of	durable
	 plastic	with	a	loop	-	6	cm	(CZ	75)

 5125-0310
	 CZ	75	D	BHP	-	police	belt	holster	made	
	 of	durable	palstic	with	a	loop	-	6	cm	
	 (CZ	75	D	Compact,	CZ	75	SP-01)

 5125-0302
	 GCZ	75	BHP	RT	-	police	belt	holster	made	
	 of	durable	palstic	with	a	loop,	rotating	-	5	cm	
	 (CZ	75)

 5125-0309
	 GCZ	75	D	BH	RT	-	police	belt	holster	made	
	 of	durable	palstic	with	a	loop	-	5	cm,	rotating
	 (CZ	75	D	Compact,	CZ	75	SP-01)			

 5125-0304
	 CZ	75	BHP	RT	-	police	belt	holster	made	
	 of	durable	palstic	with	a	loop	-	6	cm,	rotating	
	 (CZ	75)

 5125-0311
	 CZ	75	D	BHP	RT	-	police	belt	holster	made	
	 of	durable	palstic	with	a	loop	-	6	cm,	rotating
	 (CZ	75	D	Compact,	CZ	75	SP-01)		

.63 5125-0314*
	 CZ	75	D	BH	RT	TB	-	belt	rotating	holster	made	
	 of	durable	plastic	with	securing	leather	
	 band	-	thumb	break	(CZ	75	D	Compact)

	 *On a special order

.58

.59

.60

For the extensive range of accessories please visit our webshop at www.shop-cz.com.



.70

.65

.64

.66

.67

.68

.69

.71

.64 5125-0188
	 Inside-the-pants	holster	(CZ	92)

 5125-0187
	 Inside-the-pants	holster	(CZ	2075	RAMI,	
	 CZ	82/83)

 5125-0196
	 Inside-the-pants	holster	(CZ	75	D	Compact)

 5125-0186
	 Inside-the-pants	holster	(CZ	75,	CZ	75	SP-01,	
	 CZ	75	P-07)

.65 5125-0183
	 Moulded	belt	holster	(CZ	75	D	Compact,
	 CZ	2075	RAMI,	CZ	82/83)

 5125-0182
	 Moulded	belt	holster	(CZ	75,
	 CZ	75	SP-01,	CZ	97,	CZ	75	P-07)

.66 5125-0198*
	 Molded	belt	holster	with	a	guide	(CZ	75	SP-01)

.67 5125-0184*
	 Belt	holster	(CZ	92)

.68 5125-0185
	 Ambidextrous	belt	holster	(CZ	75	D	Compact,
	 CZ	2075	RAMI,	CZ	82/83)

 5125-0195
	 Ambidextrous	belt	holster	(CZ	75,	CZ	75	SP-01,
	 CZ	75	P-07)

.69 5125-0205*
	 Duty	belt	holster	(CZ	75	D	Compact)

 5125-0181*
	 Duty	belt	holster	(CZ	75,	CZ	75	SP-01)

.70 5125-0204
	 Magazine	pouch	(14,16,	18	r.)	-	multi-purpose

.71 5125-0197*
	 Holster	for	Tactical	block	-	(CZ	75	SP-01,
	 CZ	75	D	Compact)

.72 5125-0192
	 Ankle	holster	(CZ	2075	RAMI)

 5125-0193
	 Ankle	holster	(CZ	92)

 *On a special order

 5125-0283
Left-hand	textile	holster	for	the	CZ	75	P-07	
DUTY	pistol	suitable	for	concealed	carry

.73 5125-0284
Right-hand	textile	holster	for	the	CZ	75	P-07	
DUTY	pistol	suitable	for	concealed	carry

 5125-0285
Left-hand	textile	holster	for	the	CZ	75	P-07	
DUTY	pistol	suitable	for	concealed	carry	
(with	a	loop)

.74 5125-0286
Right-hand	textile	holster	for	the	CZ	75	P-07	
DUTY	pistol	suitable	for	concealed	carry	
(with	a	loop)

.75 5125-0290
Right-hand	textile	holster	for	the	SP-01	pistol	
series	with	tactical	flashlight	–	black

 5125-0291
Left-hand	textile	holster	for	the	SP-01	pistol	
series	with	tactical	flashlight	–	black

.76 5125-0292
Right-hand	textile	holster	for	the	SP-01	pistol	
series	with	tactical	flashlight	–	camo

  5125-0293
Left-hand	textile	holster	for	the	SP-01	pistol	
series	with	tactical	flashlight	–	camo
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.72

.80

.82

.81

.79

.83

.78 5125-0199
	 Vertical	shoulder	holster	-	ambidextrous
	 (CZ	75	D	Compact,	CZ	2075	RAMI)

 5125-0189
	 Vertical	shoulder	holster	-	ambidextrous
	 (CZ	75,	CZ	75	SP-01,	CZ	75	P-07)

.79 5125-0191
	 Horizontal	shoulder	holster	-	ambidextrous
	 (CZ	75	D	Compact,	CZ	2075	RAMI)

 5125-0190
	 Horizontal	shoulder	holster	-	ambidextrous
	 (CZ	75,	CZ	75	SP-01,	CZ	97,	CZ	75	P-07)

.80 5125-0180*
	 Tactical	duty	holster	(CZ	75,	CZ	75	SP-01)

 5125-0194*
	 Tactical	duty	holster	(CZ	75	D	Compact)

.81 5125-0673
	 Gun	etui	-	blue	disc

 5125-0674
	 Gun	etui	-	green	disc

 5125-0675
	 Gun	etui	-	grey	disc

 5125-0676
	 Gun	etui	-	black	disc

 5125-0677
	 Gun	etui	-	all-beige

.82 5125-0305*
	 CZ	75	EX	-	thigh/belt	holster	made	
	 of	durable	plastic,	rotating	(CZ	75)

 5125-0312*
	 CZ	75	D	EX	-	thigh/belt	holster	made	
	 of	durable	plastic,	rotating	
	 (CZ	75	D	Compact,	CZ	75	SP-01)

.83 8178-0011
	 Pistol	bag	with	logo

 *On a special order

.77 5125-0374
Right-hand	thigh	holster	made	of	textile	for	the	
CZ	75	P-07	DUTY	pistol	with	tactical	flashlight		

 5125-0375
Left-hand	thigh	holster	made	of	textile	for	the	
CZ	75	P-07	DUTY	pistol	with	tactical	flashlight	

 5125-0376
Right-hand	holster	made	of	textile	for	the	
CZ	75	P-07	DUTY	pistol	with	tactical	flashlight

  5125-0377
Left-hand	holster	made	of	textile	for	the	CZ	75	
P-07	DUTY	pistol	with	tactical	flashlight
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.77

.78

For the extensive range of accessories please visit our webshop at www.shop-cz.com.



.94

.95

.87

.90

.86

.89

.91 8160-0044 
Polo	Shirt	with	CZ	-	black

.92 8161-0055
T-Shirt	Shadow	-	black

.93 8162-0015
Team	CZ	Shooting	dress

 8161-0071
T-Shirt	P-07	DUTY	-	black

.94 8160-0053
	 Baseball	cap	with	logos	–	black

 8160-0046
	 Baseball	cap	-	black

 8161-0047
	 Baseball	cap	-	white

.95 5165-0055
	 PELTOR	H7F	ear	protectors

 5165-0052
	 PELTOR	F6000	ear	protectors

.96 4110-7501
Hi-Tech	CZ	knife	Shadow

.97 4110-7507
Hi-Tech	CZ	knife	DUTY

.92

.91

.93

.96

.97

.85

.88

.84 1007-0023
Pistol,	BlowBack,	CO2,	cal.	4.5	mm,	
Dual	Tone,	CZ	75	P-07	DUTY

 1007-0024
Metalslide,	Dual	Tone,	CZ	75	P-07	Duty	
cal.	4,5	mm	or	cal.	6	mm

 1007-0030
Pistol,	BlowBack,	CO2,	cal.	4.5	mm,	
CZ	75	P-07	DUTY

  1007-0027
Pistol,BlowBack,	CO2,	CZ	75	P-07	DUTY	
cal.	6	mm	

 1007-0025
Pistol,	NON-BlowB,	CO2,	CZ	75	P-07	DUTY	
cal.	6	mm	

  1007-0029
Pistol,	NON-BlowB,	CO2,	cal.	4.5	mm,	
CZ	75	P-07	DUTY

  1007-0026
Magazine,	CO2,	cal.	6	mm,		CZ	75	P-07	DUTY

 1007-0028
Magazine,	CO2,	cal.	4.5	mm,	CZ	75	P-07	DUTY
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.85 1007-0018
	 Airsoft	CO2	revolver	Dan	Wesson	0.20	
	 -	silver	(barrel	4“)

  1007-0019
	 Airsoft	CO2	revolver	Dan	Wesson	0.20	
	 -	black	(barrel	8“)

 1007-0001
	 Airsoft	spring	pistol	CZ	75	D	Compact	
	 0.12	-	transparent	

 1007-0002
	 Airsoft	spring	pistol	CZ	75	D	Compact	
	 0.20	-	black	

 1007-0003
	 Airsoft	spring	pistol	CZ	75	D	Compact	
	 0.12	-	black

 1007-0004
	 Airsoft	gas	pistol	CZ	75	D	Compact	
	 0.20	-	transparent

.86 1007-0005
	 Airsoft	gas	pistol	CZ	75	D	Compact	
	 0.20	-	black

  1007-0006
	 Airsoft	CO2	pistol	CZ	75	D	Compact	
	 0.20	-	black

  1007-0007
	 Driving	gas	compound	Ultrair	1000	ml

.87 1007-0008
	 CO2	filling	Ultrair	12	g	5	pcs/pack.

 1007-0009
	 Blaster	airsoft	pellets	0.20	g	3000	pcs/pack.

 1007-0010
	 GoldFire	airsoft	pellets	0.12	g	3000	pcs/pack.

.88 1007-0011
	 Airsoft	silencer	model	for	the	CZ	75	D

 1007-0012
	 Silencer	for	the	CZ	75	D	Compact	-	plastic	
	 model	with	valves

.89 1007-0013
	 Mount	for	the	CZ	75	D	Compact	airsoft	model

.90 1007-0014
	 Tactical	light	scale	model	for	airsoft	pistol

.84



 5188-0029
	 Cleaning	and	preserving	oil	GUN	REMEDY	
	 in	spray	–	150	ml	(12	pcs.	in	packaging)

  .99	5188-0030
	 Cleaning	and	preserving	oil	GUN	REMEDY	
	 in	spray	–	150	ml

 5188-0028
	 Cleaning	and	preserving	oil	GUN	REMEDY	
	 –	28	ml	(25	pcs.	in	packaging)

.100 5185-0032
	 Bore	snake	for	9	mm	cal.

 5185-0033
	 Bore	snake	for	.40	S&W	cal.

 5185-0034
	 Bore	snake	for	12	ga	cal.

  5185-0035
	 Bore	snake	for	20	ga	cal.

  5185-0036
	 Bore	snake	for	7.62	mm	cal.

 5185-0037
	 Bore	snake	for	5.56	mm	cal.

  5185-0038
	 Bore	snake	for	7	mm	cal.

 5185-0039
	 Bore	snake	for	8	mm	cal.

 5185-0040
	 Bore	snake	for	.22	LR	cal.

.111

.109

.105

.107

.103

.104

.106

.108

.101

.110
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.101 1093-0010
	 Pump

.102 3190-0002*
	 Diopter	+	Front	sight	(for	PCP	air	guns)

.103 1022-0670-4401
	 Discharge	unit

.104 1023-4060-4406
	 Five	shots	feeding	mechanism	cal.	4.5	mm

.105 1021-0960-4404
	 Filling	adapter	for	pressure	bottle	–	assembly

.106 1020-0630-4401
	 Buttplate	and	cheekpiece	extension	
	 spacer	8mm/4mm

.107 1020-0630-4401
	 Filling	adapter	for	pump

.108 1093-0001
	 PCP	air	gun	pressure	bottle

.109 1093-0002
	 Pressure	bottle	shut-off	valve

 1022-1000-4403 ND*
	 Pressure	container	with	pressure	gauge

 2150-0049*
	 Diabolo	Exact	500	pcs	cal.	4.5	mm

 2150-0046*
	 Diabolo	Lux	500	pcs	cal.	4.5	mm

.110 2150-0047*
	 Diabolo	Exact	250	pcs	cal.	5.5	mm

.111 1091-1021
	 10	shots	magazine	for	CZ	200	in	4.5	mm	cal.

 1091-1022
	 10	shots	magazine	for	CZ	200	in	5.5	mm	cal.

 1091-1023
	 separate	disc	in	4.5	mm	cal.

 1091-1024
	 separate	disc	in	5.5	mm	cal.

 *On a special order

.98 3144-0029
The	extending	structure	enabling	to	use	the	CZ
75	P-07	DUTY	pistol	as	PDW.	Substantially	
improves	rate	of	fire	and	accuracy.	Very	easy	
assembly	and	disassembly	without	the	use	of	
tools.	Presented	extending	structure	can	be	
used	with	a	wide	variety	of	tactical	accesso-
ries,	which	can	be	installed	to	4	rails	made	in	
accordance	with	MIL-STD-1913.	

.98

.99

.100

.102

For the extensive range of accessories please visit our webshop at www.shop-cz.com.
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SAFARI FASHION

 8161-0102
	 SAFARI	CLASSICS	Polo	Shirt	–	red

 8161-0104
	 SAFARI	CLASSICS	Polo	Shirt	–	blue

.112 8161-0103
	 SAFARI	CLASSICS	Polo	Shirt	–	sand

 8161-0105
	 SAFARI	CLASSICS	Polo	Shirt	–	olive

.113 5110-0033
	 SAFARI	CLASSICS,	95	x	28	mm	belt	
	 –	black

 5110-0034
	 SAFARI	CLASSICS,	105	x	28	mm	belt	
	 –	black

 5110-0035
	 SAFARI	CLASSICS,	120	x	28	mm	belt	
	 –	black

.114 5110-0036
	 SAFARI	CLASSICS,	95	x	28	mm	belt	
	 –	brown

 5110-0037
	 SAFARI	CLASSICS,	105	x	28	mm	belt	
	 –	brown

 5110-0038
	 SAFARI	CLASSICS,	120	x	28	mm	belt	
	 –	brown

.115 5125-0901
	 SAFARI	CLASSICS	wallet

.116 5125-0902
	 SAFARI	CLASSICS	purseWallets,	purses	and	belts	

come	in	nice	fancy	box.

.112

.115

.116

.113

.114
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Beauty and positive relation to 
firearms – these are the ideal 
characteristics of the Face of Česká 
zbrojovka representative, which are 
fully met by Renata Langmannová, 
Czech Miss 2006 and besides 
other things a student at the Police 
Academy of the Czech Republic. 

Renata Langmannová was born 
on August 16th, 1986 in the sign 
of Leo. She is lively, ambitious and 
purposeful. In 2006 her life was 
turned upside down – as she won 
prestigious beauty contest of the 
Czech Miss 2006 and at the same 
year she was also at the Miss 
Universe in Los Angeles. Since 
that time she works as model all 
over the world. In the recent times 
she extended her activities also to 
moderating. 

At the moment she studies at the 
Police Academy of the Czech 

 
MISS CzeCh RepublIC 2006
Renata langMannová 
FaCe oF ČeSká zbRojovka 

Republic in Prague, she was 
already awarded Bachelor’s degree 
and continues her studies to the 
Master level.  

About her relation to firearms 
she says:
My relation to firearms is rather 
unique. I feel towards them an 
immense respect, but despite this 
they pump my adrenalin. There’s 
passion and fear.  

With my own CZ pistol it was like 
with love at the first sight – I saw her 
and knew it must be mine … :)

In 2011 Renata started 
cooperation with Česká zbrojovka 
a.s. As the Face of Česká zbrojovka 
the CZ brand enthusiasts can 
see her not only on company’s 
promotional materials, but they will 
have opportunity to meet her 
personally on occasions such as 
firearms exhibitions (IWA, IDET…). 



BRNO RIFLES

Česká zbrojovka a.s., svatopluka Čecha 1283
688 27 uhreský brod, czech republic
tel.: +420 572 651 111 / Fax: +420 572 633 665
mail: inFo@ czub.cz / www.czub.cz




